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Abstract
Smartphone capnography is a new concept for respiratory monitoring using a colorimetric
sensor in combination with a smartphone and an Android application. Compared to using an
infrared spectrophotometric carbon dioxide analyzer (IR-analyzer), the gold standard for
respiratory carbon dioxide monitoring, smartphone capnography offers a cheaper and less
bulky solution. This master thesis evaluates the performance of smartphone capnography and
the colorimetric sensor engineered for this concept. Three different techniques (side stream,
shunt stream and main stream) were tested. Additionally, an iPhone application was
developed as a proof of concept when using an iPhone for smartphone capnography.
An experimental set-up simulating human breathing was assembled and measurements, at
different breathing rates (6-30 breaths/min) and carbon dioxide levels (2-7vol%), were
performed with an IR-analyzer as reference. Results showed that capnograms from
smartphone capnography was comparable to those from the IR-analyzer and that the
approximate accuracy was ±0.25vol% for up to 6 days of use. Results strongly motivate further
elaboration of the concept and the three different techniques for measuring.
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Sammanfattning
”Smartphone capnography” är ett nytt koncept för att monitorera andning. Principen är en
kombination av en kolorimetrisk sensor, en smartphone samt en Androidapplikation. Jämfört
med den dominerande tekniken, en IR-spektrofotometrisk koldioxidanalysator (IRanalysator), så är “smartphone capnography” både billigare och mindre skrymmande. Detta
examensarbete utvärderar konceptet ”smartphone capnography” och en kolorimetrisk sensor
speciellt utvecklad för ändamålet. Tre olika tekniker (side stream, shunt stream och main
stream) har utvärderats. Slutligen utvecklades en iPhoneapplikation för att visa att konceptet
”smartphone capnography” kan användas även med denna typ av smartphone.
Utvärderingen bestod i att göra mätningar i en experimentell uppställning som simulerar
andning. Mätningar gjordes vid varierande andningsfrekvenser (6-30 andetag/min) och
koldioxidnivåer (2-7vol%). Mätdata från ”smartphone capnography” jämfördes med mätdata
från en IR-analysator. Resultaten visar att kapnogram från ”Smartphone capnography” är
jämförbara med kapnogram från IR-analysatorn och att den uppskattade noggrannheten är
±0,25vol% för upp till 6 dagars användning. De goda resultaten motiverar fortsatt utveckling
av konceptet smartphone capnography samt de olika mätteknikerna.
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1. Introduction
Capnography is the concept of plotting levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) in expired air and is used
in healthcare to monitor the breathing of patients.1 Smartphone capnography is the concept of
performing capnography with the combination of a color indicating sensor and a
smartphone.2 This is a new idea derived by the Swedish company Seebreath AB and the
purpose of this master thesis was to evaluate the concept and the associated CO2 indicating
sensor.
Capnography provides healthcare professionals with important information about patients.
Breathing pattern, breathing rate as well as an indication of the level of CO2 in the blood can be
monitored. The golden standard for performing capnography is IR-spectrometric CO2-analyze
(IR-analyze).3 However, smartphone capnography offers a cheaper, simpler and less bulky
solution.4 For situations where mobility, cost and simplicity need to be considered
smartphone capnography could be preferable over IR-analyze.
Seebreath AB produces products that qualitatively indicate levels of CO2 in expired air. This is
achieved by using a sensor that changes its color with changed levels of CO2. The products are
used to ensure correct intubation of patients and can also be used for breath indication in
cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR).5 Smartphone capnography include the same kind of
sensor as the existing products. The sensor is imaged by a smartphone that via an Androidapplication continuously process data retrieved from the sensor and plot CO2 levels.6
Seebreath performed an early study of the concept smartphone capnography during 2013 and
results were promising.7 This master thesis was initiated to evaluate the concept more
thoroughly and to evaluate an improved color-indicating sensor, targeted for smartphone
capnography. For further proof of concept Seebreath requested an iPhone application
comparable to the existing Android application.

1.1 Project definition
This master thesis project was done on behalf of and in collaboration with Seebreath AB and
consisted of three different parts.
The first part, main experiments, evaluated the concept smartphone capnography and the
characteristics of the improved sensor. This was done in an experimental set-up where human
breathing was simulated, mainly by using a rubber lung, a ventilator and carbon dioxide. To be
able to perform measurements, gas was sampled from the system (side stream measurement)
to the smartphone system as well as to an IR-analyzer that was used as reference.
The second part, additional experiments, evaluated two alternative ways of using the concept,
Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 3
Andras Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography', p. 2
3 Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 76
4 Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography', p. 3
5 Seebreath AB, 'Seebreath'
6 Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography', p. 2-5
7 Ibid
1
2
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apart from the side stream sampling used in the first part. A shunt stream measurement was
accomplished by putting the sensor and the smartphone in a narrow gas conduit connecting
the inspiratory and the expiratory limb of a resuscitator. A main stream measurement was
achieved by inserting the sensor, attached to a fiber optic link, into the breathing system. The
fiber optic link was then connected to the smartphone.
The third part, development of the iPhone application, consisted of developing an iPhone
application comparable to the existing Android application.
The master thesis project had a time frame of 20 weeks of work and it was decided that the
first part of the project should be prioritized and carried out first of all. Further, the second
and third part of the project should be carried out thereafter and the extent would depend on
the time needed for the first part.

1.2 Project aims
The aims of this master thesis were, for the first part;



to evaluate stability, precision, and time constant of the new sensor,
to evaluate the accuracy of the new sensor and the performance of smartphone
capnography, by comparing results obtained from smartphone capnography and IRanalyzer,

for the second part;



to evaluate the feasibility of using fiber optics for main stream measurements in
smartphone capnography,
to evaluate the feasibility of using a shunt stream set-up in smartphone capnography,

and for the third part;
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to produce an iPhone application comparable to the existing Android application.

2. Theoretical background
2.1 Monitoring CO2
CO2 is a waste product of the cellular respiration, it is transported by the blood from the cells
to the lung where it is eliminated via expiration. The elimination of CO2 is important since
excess creates acidity that can be toxic to cells, on the contrary, lack of CO2 creates an alkaline
environment which is also harmful. This is explained by CO2 being closely linked to pH, or
more specifically the concentration of H+. The levels of CO2 in fluids affect pH according to
equation 2.1. The normal level of CO2 in arterial blood is 40 mmHg (5.3vol% CO2 at normal
atmospheric pressure).8
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ⇌ 𝐻2 𝐶𝑂3 ⇌ 𝐻 + + 𝐻𝐶𝑂3−
Equation 2.1.9
Breathing is essential for the functioning of the body since oxygen is needed in the cells for
metabolic reactions and CO2 needs to be eliminated. For the same reasons it is important to
monitor the breathing of patients, especially in intensive care units and during surgery. The
monitoring is accomplished by measuring levels of CO2 in expired air and apart from
presenting breathing patterns of the patient this indicates the level of CO2 in the blood.10
A capnometer is a device for measuring CO2 in expired air. Plotting the expired CO2 as a
function of time is called capnography and results in a curve called a capnogram. Capnometry
is often considered to be synonymous with capnography even though capnometry refers to
the measurement alone while capnograhy also includes a continuous written record or
waveform.11 Figure 2.1 shows a typical capnogram. Points A-B represent the baseline, B-C the
expiratory upstroke, C-D the expiratory plateau, D the end-tidal CO2 concentration and D-E the
beginning of inspiration.12

Figure 2.1 The normal waveform of a capnogram.12
Turtora and Derrickson, Principles of Anatomy and Physiology, p. 918, 1123
Ibid, p. 1121
10 Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 2
11 EBME, 'Capnometry/Capnography'
12 Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 428
8
9
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In capnometry it is common to register the end-tidal CO2 partial pressure (PetCO2), the
concentration of CO2 in the absolute last portion of a breath. This portion contains solely
alveolar gas and therefore gives an approximation of the alveolar CO2 concentration.13 The
alveolar CO2 concentration represents the arterial carbon dioxide pressure (PaCO2), see figure
2.2, and capnometry can therefore be used for monitoring PaCO2. In humans with normal lung
function the difference between PaCO2 and PetCO2 is 2-5 mmHg (0.26-0.66vol% CO2 at normal
atmospheric pressure).14 Apart from monitoring ventilation capnometry is used for
assessment of the effectiveness of CPR and to confirm correct endotracheal tube placement.15

Figure 2.2 Exchange of CO2 in the lung.

2.1.1 Infrared spectrophotometric analyzer (IR-analyzer)
Today the most accurate way of performing capnography is to use an IR-analyzer16 and this is
the method used when monitoring the ventilation of patients in hospitals.17 The method
relies on carbon dioxide having a high spectral absorption at a wavelength of 4.26 μm, this is
used to quantify the amount of CO2 in a sample of gas.18 The Lambert-Beer law, equation 2.2,
states the quantitative aspects:

𝐴 = log

𝐼0
=Ɛ𝑙𝑐
𝐼

Equation 2.2.
I0 is the intensity of radiation with no sample and I the intensity in presence of sample. By
registration of the intensity the absorbance A can be calculated. Ɛ, which is the molar
excitation coefficient, is a wavelength-dependent constant and l is the length of the sample
Jacobson, Medicin och Teknik, p. 154
Oridion Medical, 'Understanding the Arterial to End Tidal CO2 Gradient; P(a-Et)CO2'
15 EBME, 'Capnometry/Capnography'
16 Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 76
17 Chawla Rajesh and Todi Subhash (eds.), p. 115
18 Jacobson, Medicin och Teknik, p. 154
13
14
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that the light passes through. Since these are both known factors the concentration, c, of CO2
in the sample, can be calculated.19

2.1.2 Colorimetric capnometry
A more primitive method for monitoring ventilation is colorimetric capnometry. The method
uses a colorimetric sensor, which change color with changed levels of CO2, to indicate levels of
CO2 in expired air. A color chart is surrounding the detection area and by comparing the
sensor color with the chart the CO2 concentration can be determined. The color changes
provide a rough estimation of the CO2 concentration but it is not possible to determine an
exact value for end-tidal CO2. Further this method has a poor sensitivity in detecting breathto-breath changes. For these reasons the method has been used mainly to confirm correct
placement of endotracheal tubes for intubation.20
The functioning of colorimetric CO2 indicating sensors relies on the fact that CO2 causes the
hydrogen ion concentration to increase in aqueous solutions. This in turn leads to a decrease
of the solutions pH. For specific dyed solutions a change in pH will be followed by a change of
color. A colorimetric CO2 indicating sensor is impregnated with such a dye and thereby it
changes color with changed concentration of CO2.21 The underlying chemistry of this
mechanism was originally developed and described by Andrew Mills.22
The first commercial application using a colorimetric CO2 sensor was the ‘FEF End-Tidal
Carbon Dioxide Detector’, it was first described in 1989 and was used to ensure correct
intubation.23 The technique generated a lot of interest24,25,26 and in 1994 a Swedish group of
scientists reported on an improved CO2 indicating colorimetric sensor (Colibri) that overcame
the major disadvantages of the FEF-detector, short lifetime and slow color change.27

2.2 Seebreath AB
Seebreath AB is a Swedish company developing and producing CO2 indicating products used
for colorimetric capnometry. Their products are sold worldwide with the largest share of
products sold in the U.S. One product is Capno Habi28, which is used as a breath indicator
when giving first aid and can also be placed at the port of a resuscitator to confirm correct
endotracheal tube placement or assess manual ventilation. The colorimetric sensor used in
Capno Habi is nearly identical to the Colibri sensor, mentioned above. Capno Habi gives a
Gravenstein, Jaffe, and Paulus (eds.), Capnography- Clinical Aspects, p. 400-402
Ibid, p. 404
21 Ibid, p. 404
22 Andrew Mills, Qing Chang, and Neil Mcmurray, 'Equilibrium Studies on Colorimetric Plastic Film Sensors for
Carbon Dioxide'
23 L Strunin and T Williams, 'The Fef End-Tidal Carbin Dioxide Detector'
24 Bruce A. Macleod et al., 'Verification of Endotracheal Tube Placement with Colorimetric End-Tidal Co2
Detection'
25 D. Flaherty and A. P. Adams, 'The End-Tidal Carbon Dioxide Detector - Assessment of a New Method to
Distinguish Oesophageal from Tracheal Intubation'
26 J. S. Goldberg et al., 'Colorimetric End- Tidal Carbon Dioxide Monitoring for Tracheal Intubation'
27 A. Gedeon, P. Krill, and C. Mebius, 'A New Colorimetric Breath Indicator (Colibri)'
28 Seebreath AB, 'Capno Habi CO2 Detector'
19
20
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visual confirmation of the approximate level of CO2 in expired air but does not give any
quantitative information.29

2.3 Smartphone capnography
Seebreath has the idea of combining a colorimetric CO2 indicating sensor with a smartphone
to be able to use this kind of sensor for capnography. The concept is called smartphone
capnography and the strategy is to have the smartphone take photographs of the sensor and
analyze the RGB-value for each photo.30
Smartphone capnography is not meant to replace the IR-analyzer, the vision is rather an
alternative method that could be used whenever quantitative capnography is needed and IRanalyzers are too expensive or too bulky. It is also possible that smartphone capnography
could be used by patients at home during different kind of treatments.31 Capnography assisted
respiratory training (CART), a breathing exercise where the efficiency can be seen instantly
through capnography, is one possible application. Studies have shown that CART has a positive
impact on patients suffering from asthma or panic disorder.32,33,34 A possible application is
also to monitor manual ventilation in CPR by using a shunt stream set-up.
An early study has been conducted by Seebreath to get a first indication of the feasibility of the
concept smartphone capnography. During these studies the sensor from Capno Habi and a
Samsung galaxy S III mini was used. SmartCap, which is an Android application written by
HotSwap AB, controlled measurements and analyzed and stored data. Measurements
consisted of sampling the expired air of spontaneously breathing test persons at low
respiratory rates. During measurements, CO2 values in the range of 3.0-6.2vol% were
produced. Values measured by the colorimetric sensor were compared to values measured by
two different IR-analyzers. The study showed that quantitative capnography can be performed
by using a smartphone to analyze the color changes of the colorimetric sensor. More
specifically, the agreement of smartphone capnography data compared to IR-analyze data
showed to be within ±(0.2%+10% of reading). When reproducibility was investigated the
precision was shown to be ±0.2% at 5% CO2 and ±0.1% at 3% CO2. The time for a 10-90%
color change was approximately 0.8 s while a 90-10% color change took approximately 2.5 s.
For comparison the IR-analyzer showed response times of approximately 0.5 s in the same
measurements.35
The sensor used in Seebreath’s study is a thin porous membrane impregnated with a pH
sensitive dye, as described in section 2.1.2. The impregnation is essentially made of
quaternary ammonium salt with thymol blue as indicating dye. When no CO2 is present the
sensor is bluish and when exposed to CO2 it turns more or less yellow, depending on the level
Seebreath AB, 'Seebreath'
Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography'
31 Ibid, p. 3
32 A. E. Meuret et al., 'Targeting PCO2 in Asthma: Pilot Evaluation of a Capnometry-Assisted Breathing Training'
33 A. E. Meuret et al., 'Feedback of End-Tidal PCO2 as a Therapeutic Approach for Panic Disorder'
34 T. Ritz et al., 'Changes in PCO2, Symptoms, and Lung Function of Asthma Patients During Capnometry-Assisted
Breathing Training'
35 Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography'
29
30
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of CO2.36 The characteristics and performance of the sensor is further described in “A new
colorimetric breath indicator (Colibri)” by Gedeon et al. The sensor was evaluated by two
different groups in 199637 and 200338. It is important to take into account that the sensor is
damaged if it is exposed to relative humidity of less than 15%. Further, the sensor is destroyed
if it comes in contact with liquids.39
The sensor in Capno Habi was developed for situations where circulatory impairment may be
present and therefore the sensor is most sensitive in a low CO2 concentration range, typically
1.5-3%.40 A more optimal sensor for smartphone capnography should be sensitive over a
wider range. Therefore Seebreath has developed an improved sensor, with another target
range, especially for smartphone capnography. The new sensor is an improved version of the
sensor in Capno Habi where the impregnation formula has been modified to achieve a
sensitivity range of 0-7%. The sensors used in this project came from a hand-made first batch
of the new type of sensor.

2.4 SmartCap
SmartCap is the Android application used in conjunction with the colorimetric sensor to
calculate and display CO2 levels in expired air. It is written by Hotswap AB and is described in
the report “Smartphone Capnography”41. It is worth mentioning that the version described
there is an older version than the one used in this project. One difference is that the CPR
mode, see section 4.3, is not included in the old version. The SmartCap application takes a
picture of the colorimetric sensor and encode the RGB-value five times each second. It was
concluded in the initial tests, performed by Seebreath AB, that the red component (R-value) of
the RGB-value is preferable for quantifying the color change of the colorimetric sensor.42 The
R-value is put into a formula to calculate the concentration of CO2, see equation 2.3.
237
𝐶 = 8.26 𝑥 ln (
)
237 − (𝑅 − 𝑅0 )
C, concentration of CO2
R, R-value from pictures of
colorimetric sensor
R0, R-value in the absence of CO2
Equation 2.3.43
Before starting a measurement with the application, a system zero point has to be found. This
Ibid, p. 4
Georg a Petroianu et al., 'Preliminary Observations on the Colibri CO2-Indicator'
38 Werner Rabitsch et al., 'Evaluation of an End-Tidal Portable EtCO2 Colorimetric Breath Indicator (Colibri)'
39 Gedeon, Andras. Private communication
40 Gedeon, Andras. Private communication
41 Gedeon et al., 'Smartphone Capnography'
42 Ibid p. 5
43 Gedeon, Andras. Private communication
36
37
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is done by taking a picture of the sensor while no CO2 is present. The R-value from that picture
is called R0 and is used as a reference point in equation 2.3. Data from measurements is stored
in xml files in the phone memory.
While measuring, the application plots a capnogram and shows end-tidal CO2 values. To show
end-tidal CO2 values the application must recognize peaks, the application also need to
recognize when the curve starts to rise again. Criteria for rise and fall in the application are
shown below. If the criteria for rise are fulfilled, then Cn is the last value before the rise of the
curve and if the criteria of the fall are fulfilled, then Cn is the last value before a fall i.e. a peak
value.
Rise : Cn+1 > Cn + 0.15 and Cn+2 > Cn+1 + 0.1
Fall : Cn > Cn+1 + 0.15 and Cn+2 < Cn+1
As mentioned in chapter 2.3 the time for a color change from 90% to 10% is 2.5 s for the
sensor in CapnoHabi. Compared to the golden standard, IR-analyzer, this response is very
slow. To compensate for this the application uses a simple correction, derived by Seebreath,
which multiply every value after a peak value with 0.3 until there is a rise in CO2 level.

8

3. Method
In this chapter the implementation of the three parts of the project is described. First, the
main experiments will be described followed by additional experiments and the method of the
programming part.
Seebreath AB proposed the set-ups of the main experiments and the additional experiments.
During the start-up phase of the project, the set-ups were assembled and continuously
modified and improved in collaboration with Seebreath AB. The curve form produced by the
different set-ups worked as a verification of their quality. The resulting set-ups used during
the experimental measurements are presented in section 3.1.2 and 3.2.
An alternative to simulate human breathing in an experimental set-up could have been to
perform the measurements with spontaneously breathing humans. However, such an
experiment would have required resources not available in this project. Experiments involving
human beings entail an ethical approval and would have been impractical to perform.
Additionally, it is valuable to perform measurements in a stable experimental set-up when
evaluating sensor characteristics.

3.1 Main experiments (side stream)
This section will describe the parts of the set-up of the main experiments, how they were
connected for different measurements, how measurements were performed and how
experimental data was collected.

3.1.1 Equipment and material
Calibration gas 3% (CO2 in N2, accuracy ± 2% of nominal value), purchased from Airliquide
in Kungsängen, Sweden. Used for calibration of IR-analyzer and smartphone system.
Calibration gas 6% (CO2 in N2, accuracy ± 2% of nominal value), purchased from Airliquide
in Kungsängen, Sweden. Used for calibration of IR and smartphone system.
Rotameter, manufactured by AGA gas. Used to control the flow of pure CO2 gas.
Switchbox, manufactured by SMC Corporation of America, model EVT307. Used to switch the
input to the calibration set-up between room air and calibration gas.
Frequency generator, manufactured by Good Will Instrument CO. LTD., model GFG-8015G.
Used to control the frequency of the pulses from the switchbox
Air pump, manufactured by Rena, model 301. Used to feed room air under suitable pressure
into switchbox.
Nafion tubing, manufactured by Perma Pure LLC USA, length 60 cm, outer diameter 3 mm.
Nafion is a material that is permeable to water vapor. For calibration measurements the tubing
is used to humidify the dry calibration gas to protect the colorimetric sensor. For real life
9

measurements it is used to assure an adequate level of humidity in the sampling system.
Smartphone, manufactured by Samsung, model Galaxy Trend Plus. Used to run the SmartCap
application.
SmartCap, an Android application used in conjunction with the colorimetric sensor to
calculate and display CO2 levels in expired air. The application is described in detail in section
2.4.
Colorimetric CO2 indicating sensor, see description in section 2.3. The sensor used in the
main experiments had been exposed to ambient air 3-4 weeks before measurements started.
In the additional experiment the sensors had been exposed to ambient air for less than a
week.
Adapter, designed by Seebreath AB. Contains the colorimetric sensor and can be connected to
smartphone and sampling pump.
Sampling pump, manufactured by Xavitech AB. Draws gas into adapter at a flow rate of
approximately 150 ml/min.
IR-spectrometric CO2-analyzer (IR-analyzer), manufactured by Datex, model OSCARoxy.
Used as reference point for the smartphone system. The flow rate for gas sampling is
approximately 200 ml/min and the accuracy ± (0.2vol% + 2% of reading).
USB Oscilloscope, manufactured by Pico technology, model 2205MSO. Used to sample the
signal from the OSCARoxy.
PC-oscilloscope software, from Pico technologies, PicoScope version 6. Used to collect and
save data from USB oscilloscope.
Medical gas, purchased from Airliquide in Kungsängen, Sweden. 100% CO2, this gas was
mixed with air in a rubber bladder to simulate human expired air.
Rubber bladder, manufactured by Rüsch anesthetic, volume of 3 litres. Used to simulate a
human lung, the opening was filled with foam to obtain the effect of the resistance in the
trachea.
Servo Ventilator, manufactured by Siemens-Elema, model 900 C. Used to simulate human
breathing. Fills and empties the rubber bladder with a controlled amount of air. Volume per
minute, frequency as well as tidal volume can be controlled.
Humidifier, manufactured by Fischer&Paykel, model MR850. Used to heat and moisten the
gas in the system.

3.1.2 Experimental set-ups
Two different settings were used for the main experiments. For both settings the adapter,
10

containing the colorimetric sensor, put together with the sampling pump and the smartphone
will be referred to as the smartphone system, see figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Smartphone system.
Calibration set-up
In this set-up, calibration gas, of either 3% or 6% CO2, air pump and frequency generator was
connected to the switchbox. The outlet of the switchbox was coupled to the Nafion tubing that
via a y-piece was connected to the IR-analyzer and the smartphone system, this is seen in
figure 3.2 and 3.3. A close up of the connection between Nafion tubing, IR-analyzer and
smartphone system is seen in figure 3.4. This set-up was used for the second part of the
calibration, where the smartphone system was calibrated against the IR-analyzer. For the first
part, where the IR-analyzer was calibrated with pure calibration gas, another set-up was used.
In that set-up the outlet of the switchbox was coupled directly to the IR-analyzer without
passing the Nafion tubing. In both parts of the calibration the IR-analyzer was connected to a
computer via the PicoScope USB oscilloscope.

11

Figure 3.2. Schematic overview of calibration set-up. 1. IR-analyzer, 2. Smartphone system, 3.
Nafion tubing, 4. Switchbox, 5. Frequency generator, 6. Air pump, 7. 3% CO2 in N2, 8. 6% CO2 in
N2.

12

Figure 3.3 Calibration set-up.

Figure 3.4 Close up of connection between Nafion tubing, IR-analyzer and smartphone system.
13

Real life set-up
In this set-up, 100% CO2 was fed into the bottom of the rubber bladder via the rotameter. The
other end of the rubber bladder was coupled to the ventilator via a y-piece. Between the ypiece and the ventilator the humidifier was connected. The Nafion tubing connected the lung
model with the IR-analyzer and the smart phone system via another y-piece. The IR-analyzer
was connected to a computer via the PicoScope USB oscilloscope. The set-up is is seen in
figure 3.5 and 3.6.

Figure 3.5 Schematic overview of real life set-up. 1. IR-analyzer, 2. Smartphone system, 3. Nafion
tubing, 4. Rubber bladder, 5. Rotameter, 6. Medical gas 100% CO2, 7. Humidfier, 8. Servo
ventilator.

14

Figure 3.6 Real life set-up.

3.1.3 Measurements
Table 3.1 shows an overview of performed measurements. Calibration measurements were
carried out in calibration set-up while real life measurements were performed in real life setup.
Day 1
Day 2

--------Day 5
Day 6
-------Day 12
Day 13
Day 14

Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
Morning:
Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
Real life measurement without Nafion tubing
Afternoon:
Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
24 h run in real life setting
Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
Calibration measurement
Real life measurement
Calibration measurement

Table 3.1 Measurement time line.
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As seen in table 3.1 calibration measurement followed by real life measurement was first done
at three occasions during a two-day period. Thereafter the system was set to run in real life
setting for 24 hours, followed by another calibration and real life measurement. Two
additional calibration and real life measurements, plus an extra calibration measurement,
were done after one week.
Calibration measurements were performed to evaluate the stability, precision and time
constant of the colorimetric sensor in a stable environment with a known level of CO2. In
addition, calibration measurements were done before every real life measurement to ensure
normal behavior of IR-analyzer and smartphone system. Real life measurements were done to
compare the measurements of the smartphone system to the IR-analyzer in a clinically
realistic situation. The 24-hour run during day 5 was performed to expose the sensor to a long
period of usage. The measurements without Nafion tubing was done to evaluate the effect of
the Nafion tubing on the real life measurements.
Calibration measurement
In the calibration measurement the switch box enabled pulses of calibration gas to be sent
into the system, this was done at a frequency of 10 pulses per minute. First the IR-analyzer
was calibrated with pure calibration gas, 6% and 3 % CO2. Data for five pulses was collected
for each gas concentration. When calibrating the colorimetric sensor against the IR-analyzer
data for five pulses, of 6% and 3% CO2 respectively, was collected with both the smartphone
system and the IR-analyzer. For the IR analyzer, peak values of the five pulses were noted and
the mean value was calculated. For the smartphone system the peak R-value of each pulse was
noted and the mean was calculated.
Real life measurement
The real life measurement consisted of collecting data from five “breaths”, created by the
breathing system, for both IR-analyzer and smartphone system in seven different settings, see
table 3.2. The frequency, tidal volume and minute volume was varied between the settings, by
adjusting the settings of the servo ventilator. The flow of CO2 was adjusted at setting number 1
and number 6 to achieve desired concentration of end-tidal CO2. The settings were chosen to
simulate breathing at different breathing rates (6-30 breaths/minute) and at different CO2
concentrations (approximately 2-7%), this was considered sufficient to cover the normal
clinical range. The additional setting was added after week one since a gap in the CO2 range
was discovered. For the IR-analyzer, peak values of the five “breaths” were noted and the mean
value was calculated for every setting. For the smartphone system, the peak R-value of each
“breath”, and the mean value, was noted for all each setting.
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Setting

Tidal
volume
(l)
1.
0.5
Additional 0.5
2.
0.5
3.
0.7
4.
0.9
5.
0.3
6.
0.22
7.
0.15

Frequency
Minute
(breaths/min) volume
(l/min)
6
3
8
4
10
6
10
7
12
11
15
4.5
20
4.4
30
4.5

Volume of CO2
(ml/min)
~ 150 (adjusted to get EtCO2 ~ 7%)
~ 150
~ 150
~ 150
~ 150
~ 150
~ 80 (adjusted to get EtCO2 ~5%)
~ 80

Table 3.2 Overview of settings in real life measurement.
The real life measurement without Nafion tubing was done in the same way as the real life
measurement with Nafion tubing except the Nafion tubing was switched into a regular plastic
tubing. For these measurements five settings were used, see table 3.3.
Setting Tidal volume
(l)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.5
0.5
0.9
0.22
0.15

Frequency
Minute
(breaths/min) volume
(l/min)
6
3
10
5
12
11
20
4.4
30
4.5

Volume of CO2
(ml/min)
~ 150 (adjusted to get EtCO2 ~ 7%)
~ 150
~ 150
~ 80 (adjusted to get EtCO2 ~ 5%)
~ 30 (adjusted to get EtCO2 ~ 5%)

Table 3.3 Overview of settings for real life measurement without Nafion tubing.

3.1.4 Recalculation of CO2 formula
When measurements had been performed the formula for calculating concentration from Rvalues, see equation 2.3, was re-evaluated. This formula was based on measurements done
under different circumstances than in this project and therefore a re-evaluation based on
present measurements was needed. The calculation, seen below, was based on values
obtained from calibration measurements.
If R6, R3 and R0 are the R-values at concentrations 6%, 3% and 0 % respectively then the
formula with constants A and B can be determined. Equation 3.1 gives equation 3.2 and 3.3.

𝑪 = 𝑨 𝒙 𝒍𝒏 (

𝑩
)
(𝑩 − (𝑹 − 𝑹𝟎 ))

Equation 3.1.
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𝑩=

(𝑹𝟑 − 𝑹𝟎 )𝟐
(𝟐 𝒙 (𝑹𝟑 − 𝑹𝟔 − 𝑹𝟎 ))

Equation 3.2.

𝑨 = 𝟔 𝒙 𝐥𝐧 (

𝑩
)
(𝑩 − (𝑹𝟔 − 𝑹𝟎 ))

Equation 3.3.
Using R-values retrieved from the calibration measurements in equation 3.2 and 3.3 resulted
in A=7.88 and B=217. Further, by studying measured values for the colorimetric sensor
retrieved in real life measurements and comparing these to the values of IR-analyzer an
additional correction was added to the formula by multiplying it with 1.06. The new formula is
seen in equation 3.4. All R-values noted in calibration measurements and real life
measurements were converted into CO2 values using this formula.
𝟐𝟏𝟕
𝑪 = 𝟖. 𝟑𝟓 𝒙 𝐥𝐧 (
)
𝟐𝟏𝟕 − (𝑹 − 𝑹𝟎 )

Equation 3.4 New formula for calculating CO2 concentration.

3.1.5 Correction for breathing rate
As mentioned in section 2.3 the colorimetric sensor does not react as fast as the IR-reference.
This will affect the end-tidal CO2 values measured at high breathing rates. The rise of CO2
concentration will not have been fully completed and end-tidal values will therefore be
underestimated. The formula in equation 3.5 is derived by Seebreath, from measurements in
this project, and can be used to compensate for this phenomenon.

EtCO2 (corrected) =

f, breathing rate
Equation 3.5.
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EtCO2 (uncorrected)
(1 − e(

−32.5
)
f
)

3.1.6 Method of analysis
The method for analyzing the data from measurement is, as mentioned in section 3.1.3, based
on collecting five peaks for every setting and calculating a mean value. This was done for
smartphone system and IR-analyzer and thereby they could be compared. The results for
stability and precision rely on mean values from calibration measurements. The Bland-Altman
plots, described below, are based on mean values from real life measurements. Capnograms
and time constant of the sensor was produced by plotting raw data from the two systems.
Bland-Altman is a method of data plotting used for comparison of a new measurement
technique with an established one. The purpose is to see whether they agree sufficiently for
the new to replace the old.44 Therefore, Bland-Altman plots were used in this project to decide
how well smartphone capnography agrees to the referencing IR-analyzer.

3.2 Additional experiments
3.2.1 Resuscitator measurements (shunt stream)
The measurement was done in real life set-up where a self-inflating resuscitator replaced the
ventilator. The resuscitator had a shunt stream arrangement across the inspiratory and the
expiratory sides. In figure 3.7, a picture of the resuscitator with smartphone system connected
is seen. Note that in this measurement the resuscitator was connected to the rubber bladder
used in the real life set-up, not the mannequin in the picture. Figure 3.8 shows the connection
between the adapter and the resuscitator.

Figure 3.7 Shunt stream arrangement.

44

Bland and Altman, ‘Statistical methods for assessing agreement between two methods of clinical measurement’
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Figure 3.8 Connection between resuscitator and smartphone adapter.
The purpose of the measurement in shunt stream setting was to simulate a return of
spontaneous circulation. By starting the measurement with zero concentration of CO2 in the
breathing circuit and then manually ventilating the lung model during supply of CO 2 for 60
seconds, the return of CO2 was simulated. This was done at a rate of approximately 10 breaths
per minute.
Another measurement was performed with the shunt stream system, to determine the
response time of the sensor. This was of interest since the sensor in this experiment had been
exposed to ambient air for a shorter time than the sensor used in the main experiments. By
placing the shunt stream system at the outlet of the switchbox in the calibration setting the
sensor could be exposed to pulses of 3% calibration gas. This is seen in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Response time measurement in shunt stream setting.
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3.2.2 Fiber optic measurement (main stream)
The main stream set-up was accomplished by inserting a fiber optic link between the sensor
and the smartphone. The link was inserted into the circuit at the y-piece between the rubber
bladder and the ventilator in real life set-up. One end of the fiber optic link had the sensor
mounted on its tip whereas the other end of the link was divided into two separate
connections, one connected to the smartphone camera and connected one to the smartphone
light source. The set-up is seen in figure 3.10. A real life measurement in setting number 2, see
table 3.2, was done with the fiber optic set up and data was collected with the smartphone
system and the IR-analyzer for reference.

Figure 3.10 Connection of fiber optic link to real life setting.

3.3 Development of an iPhone Application
The iPhone application is targeted for an iPhone 4S and has been developed with the
programming language Objective-C in Xcode using the iOS software development kit (SDK). In
this section a description of the tools used for the programming part will be presented as well
as the approach when writing the application. The code along with instructions for running it
can be seen in appendix A.

3.3.1 Xcode
Xcode provides developers with tools to create applications for Mac, iPhone and iPad. The
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program is available to download for free on App Store. Included in Xcode is, among other
things, the Xcode integrated development environment (IDE), the latest OS X and iOS SDKs
and iOS Simulator. In Xcode, user interface design, coding, testing and debugging are all united
within a single window. The Xcode IDE can analyze projects and identify mistakes in syntax
and logic to help the user fix their code.45 During this project, Xcode version 5.1 was used.

3.3.2 Objective-C
Objective-C is a specific programing language used when developing applications for apple
devices. Objective-C is a superset of C, which means that it is an extension of the programming
language C. All syntax for non-object-oriented operations is identical to C syntax and every
valid C program is also a valid Objective-C program. As the name suggests Objective- C is an
object-oriented language. The first true object-oriented programing language was Smalltalk
and syntax for object-oriented features in Objective-C is an implementation of Smalltalk style
messaging.46

3.3.3 Apple Developer program
Included in Xcode is the iOS simulator that provides the possibility of testing an application
during development. However, to be able to test the application on a real device a registration
to the apple developer program is required. There is a charge for this enrolment and except
making it possible to run the application on an iPhone it also gives access to developer forums
and developer support. The developer account also makes it possible to distribute
applications by uploading them to App Store.47 This has not been of interest for the
application produced during this project since the application will not be a finished product
but only a proof of concept.

3.3.4 Developing approach
In the process of gaining knowledge in the programming language Objective-C and in the
developer environment Xcode, a course named “Developing iOS 7 Apps for iPhone and iPad”48
given by Stanford University was used. This course is available on iTunes and is very useful for
those who want to learn more about programming applications for iPhone. Additionally,
tutorials available online at e.g. Apple.com were used.
The aim of this part of the project was to develop an iPhone application corresponding to the
already existing Android application SmartCap, i.e. the functionality of the iPhone application
should be the same as for SmartCap, described in section 2.4. Since the first part of the project
included working with the Android application the functionality of SmartCap was well known.
The process of developing the iPhone application consisted of isolating functions in the
Apple, 'Xcode'
Federico Biancuzzi and Shane Warden, Masterminds of Programming- Conversations with the Creators of Major
Programming Languages, p. 241-275
47 Apple, 'Apple Developer Programs'
48 Stanford University, 'Developing iOS Apps for iPhone and iPad'
45
46
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Android application such as taking a picture, analyzing a picture, drawing a graph and saving
data. For each of these functions, a small test program was developed and tested. When these
parts functioned separately they were combined into the actual application project.
The resulting application was tested in the set-ups for the main experiments, described in
section 3.1, first in calibration set-up with 3% calibration gas and then in real life set-up with
setting number 2.
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4. Result
This section presents data from the main experiments and the additional experiments.
Further, the functionality of the resulting iPhone application and the results of testing it is
described.

4.1 Main experiments (side stream)
4.1.1 Stability of the sensor
In figure 4.1 data points represent mean peak values of IR-reference (IR) and smartphone
system (Cm) from calibration measurements, at 3% and 6% CO2.

Figure 4.1 Stability of the colorimetric sensor.

4.1.2 Precision of the sensor
Table 4.1 presents calculated standard deviations of mean values collected by the smartphone
system in calibration measurements. The resolution of the smartphone system is not better
than 0.05vol% and therefore no values below that limit are listed. From these data the
precision of the colorimetric sensor can be determined to be better than 0.1vol%.
Day
1
2
2
6
12
13
14

3%
≤0.05
0.1
0.1
≤0.05
0.06
0.06
≤0.05

6%
0.09
≤0.05
0.1
≤0.05
0.07
0.06
≤0.05

Table 4.1 Standard deviations of colorimetric mean values from calibration measurements.
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4.1.3 Time constant of the sensor
Figure 4.2 show time constants of IR-reference and colorimetric sensor, the plot is based on a
calibration measurement. For IR-reference time constants are 0.45 s rising (0-63%) and 0.45 s
falling (100-37%). The corresponding values for the colorimetric sensor values are 0.75 s
rising and 1.31 s falling.

Figure 4.2 Time constant of IR and smartphone system.

4.1.4 Bland-Altman
In Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 Bland-Altman plots with data from real life measurements are
presented. Data points represent the difference between mean peak values of IR-reference
and smartphone system at different CO2 concentrations. Peak values from smartphone system
were adjusted with the correction for breathing rate, seen in equation 3.5.
Figure 4.3 presents data from real life measurements during week one (day 1, 2 and 6). The
mean difference, which is the estimated bias between the methods, is -0,18vol% and two
standard deviations is 0,25vol%. Figure 4.4 presents data from the real life measurements
during week two (day 12 and 13). These measurements have a bias of 0,49vol% with two
standard deviations of 0,35vol%. Figure 4.5 present data from real life measurement without
Nafion tubing, performed during day. Bias is -0,47vol% and two standard deviations 0,81vol%.

Figure 4.3 Bland-Altman week one.
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Figure 4.4 Bland-Altman week two.

Figure 4.5 Bland-Altman without Nafion tubing.

4.1.5 Capnograms
In this section, comparisons of capnograms from IR-analyzer and smartphone system are
presented, plots are based on data collected in real life measurements at frequencies of 10, 20
and 30 breaths/min. In the plots a shift between the curves along the x-axis due to sampling
delay has been eliminated.
In figure 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 curves for the smartphone system are corrected. Normalization to the
IR-analyzer was done for the 10-breaths/min plot and the same factor was applied to the two
other plots. Further, the correction for breathing rate, equation 3.5, was applied to all three
plots as well as the correction in the fall of the curves, see section 2.4.
Capnograms in figure 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 is based on the same data as figure 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 but
the colorimetric curve is uncorrected.
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Figure 4.6 Real life set-up 10 breaths/min, colorimetric curve corrected.

Figure 4.7 Real life set-up 20 breaths/min, colorimetric curve corrected.

Figure 4.8 Real life set-up 30 breaths/min, colorimetric curve corrected.
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Figure 4.9 Real life set-up 10 breaths/min, colorimetric curve uncorrected.

Figure 4.10 Real life set-up 20 breaths/min, colorimetric curve uncorrected.

Figure 4.11 Real-life set-up 30 breaths/min, colorimetric curve uncorrected.
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Figure 4.12 illustrates the effect of the correction for breathing rate, this is also seen when
comparing corrected an uncorrected capnograms. The plot is based on mean peak values from
a real life measurement. Corrected values are recalculated with the formula for correction for
breathing rate, equation 3.5.

Figure 4.12 Correction for breathing rate.

4.2 Additional experiments
4.2.1 Resuscitator measurements (shunt stream)
Figure 4.13 shows a capnogram for IR-reference and colorimetric sensor obtained from the
resuscitator measurement. The fall of the curve for the colorimetric sensor is corrected in the
same way as described in section 2.4, the curve is also normalized to IR-reference at one point
in time.

Figure 4.13 Resuscitator measurement.
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Figure 4.14 shows the time constants of the colorimetric sensor used in this set-up. Time
constants are 0.50 s rising (0-63%) and 0.82 s falling (100-37%). When comparing to figure
4.2 note that the sensor in this experiment differed from the sensor in the main experiments –
this sensor had been exposed to ambient air for much shorter period of time – less than a
week.

Figure 4.14 Time constant for shunt stream measurement.

4.2.2 Fiber optic measurement (main stream)
In figure 4.15, a capnogram based on the fiber optic measurement is shown. The fall of the
colorimetric curve are corrected according to section 2.4. The sensor in these experiments
differed from the sensor in the main experiments by having been exposed to ambient air less
than a week.

Figure 4.15 Capnogram from real life measurement with main stream set-up.
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4.3 Development of an iPhone application
The resulting application consists of three screens presented in figure 4.16.

2. Measure screen, regular mode

1. Start screen

3. Measure screen, CPR mode

Figure 4.16 Application screens.
1. Start screen. At the first screen the user can enter a calibration factor. This factor is
applied to all measured values. If no calibration factor is entered the default value is 1.
The user can select measurement mode and by doing that the other screens are
reached.
2. Measure screen, regular mode. This is where color is calibrated, measurements made
and results displayed in regular mode.
3. Measure screen, CPR mode. This is where color is calibrated, measurements made and
results displayed in CPR mode.
The main difference between regular mode and CPR mode is the device orientation. In regular
mode the device is in an up-side down portrait orientation while in CPR mode it is in
landscape orientation. Further, in CPR mode there is no graph displaying mean end-tidal
values, the CPR application is used in acute situations and therefore observation of long-term
mean values is not important.
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Figure 4.17 Measure screen, regular mode.
The measure screens, see figure 4.17 and 4.16, contain the following, from the top left corner
and down:
Image preview. Shows a video feed of the sensor, used to position phone and visualize the
sensors color change.
R0 label. Displays the R-value at 0% CO2, calculated when set zero is pressed.
Back button. Return to start screen. All information will be reset.
Set zero. This button should be pressed when CO2 level is 0% to calibrate the system.
Start button. This button is enabled after calibration. Starts a series of measurements where
5 pictures are taken every second. CO2 values and end-tidal values are shown. All information
from any previous measurements will be reset.
Stop button. Enabled after start of measurement. When pressed, the measurement is stopped
and data is saved to a comma separated values (csv) file in the phone memory.
ET table: Shows the end-tidal values of the latest 6 breaths.
Capnogram: Displays a curve over the CO2 values of the latest 15 seconds.
Mean ET: Shows mean end-tidal value and breathing rate for the latest 30 seconds (not in CPR
mode).
Mean ET graph: Shows a plot of the mean end-tidal values of the 10 latest 30-second periods
(not in CPR mode).
Emission field. This field lights up the sensor membrane.
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Figure 4.18 UML-diagram over important classes.
Figure 4.18 show an overview of important classes in the application. Here the most
important functionalities of these classes are described. When pressing the start button a
timer is activated in the SCViewController. This timer sends a message to the method
CapImage five times per second. CapImage uses the AVFoundation framework to capture
images from the image preview. The image is sent to SCRGBCalculator that extracts
information out of the picture and calculates CO2 level using equation 3.4. SCIsEndTidal will
apply algorithms to the latest three measurements to search for a change from rise to fall or
vice versa, see section 2.4. If a change from rise to fall is found this is registered as an end-tidal
value and is displayed on the screen. A correction algorithm is applied to the CO2 values
following the fall, see section 2.4. When a change from fall to rise occurs this correction is no
longer applied.
The CorePlot framework, which is an open-source plotting framework for both iOS and Mac
OS X, is used in SCGraph1ViewController and SCGraph2ViewController to plot the graphs.
The data of the graphs is reloaded with an interval of 0.7 seconds for the capnogram and
seven seconds for the mean end-tidal graph.
Pressing the start button also activates a second timer that, every 30 seconds, sends a message
to dispMean. Here the mean end-tidal CO2 level for the last 30 seconds is calculated as well as
the breathing rate for the same period of time. Both mean end-tidal value and breathing rate
are displayed on the screen. All data is stored in the singleton class SCDataHandler and when
the stop button is pressed SCSaveData saves the collected data into a csv file on the phone
memory. Every row in the csv file corresponds to one image of the sensor and contains the
following columns:
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Calibration factor
R-value
CO2 level






CO2 level corrected with the calibration factor
CO2 level corrected with calibration factor and potential correction for fall
A value indicating if the CO2 value is an end-tidal value or not, 1 for yes and 0 for no
Time elapsed since the start of measurement.

When testing the iPhone application two measurements were performed with 3% calibration
gas in calibration set-up. Values for five peaks were collected for each measurement and a
mean of the 10 peaks was used to calculate a calibration factor. The calibration factor was
used for the rest of the measurements. In the calibration set-up, measurements resulted in
peak values between 3.0vol% and 3.2vol%, figure 4.19. The measurement in real life set-up
showed a capnogram, figure 4.20, comparable to capnograms from real life measurements in
the main experiments, figure 4.8 and 4.9, and the end-tidal values agreed to the ones
measured by the referencing IR-analyzer.

Figure 4.19. Calibration measurement.

Figure 4.20. Real life measurement.
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5. Discussion
This chapter will discuss key aspects of the work done in this project and the results obtained.

5.1 Main experiments (side stream)
5.1.1 Experimental set-up and measurements
In the main experiments a critical aspect is the mimicking of human breathing in real life setup. In these experiments, the most important indication of the satisfactory simulation is
realistically simulated capnograms, see section 4.1.5. Additionally the measurements cover a
wide dynamic range of both breathing rate (6-30 breaths/min) and CO2 levels (2-7vol%). Even
though a real clinical situation definitely is more variable and complicated than this set-up the
capnograms and the wide dynamic range of the measurements indicate that the simulation is
sufficient.
The smartphone system, comprising sampling pump, adapter, colorimetric sensor and
smartphone, are proved sufficient for measurements by producing realistic capnograms that
are comparable to those from the IR-analyzer. The system has the advantage that a Nafion
tubing, that assure stable temperature and humidity, can be placed between sensor and
breathing circuit. Disadvantages of the set-up consists of the sampling pump requiring a
power supply and that the pump generates noise. The delay in monitoring caused by the
sampling is not seen as an essential drawback, after all that is a problem for the state of the art
IR-analyzers as well.
The fact that exposure of the sensor to humidity levels below 15% relative humidity is
detrimental for its function had to be taken into account when using the absolute dry
calibration gases. By using a Nafion tubing of sufficient length, relative to the sampling flow,
both the relative humidity and the gas temperature were equilibrated with the ambient
conditions in calibration measurements. The Nafion tubing was also used in real life
measurements to achieve a level of humidity corresponding to the one in calibration
measurement. Without it, there is a risk that the humidifier used in real life measurements
gives a varying level of humidity and temperature during measurements.
The drawback with the use of a Nafion tubing when measuring is that letting water vapor pass
through it changes the relative level of CO2. The change, which depends on the amount of
water vapor that passes through (which in turn depends on the relative humidity and the
temperature of ambient air), can be compensated for. Further, the two systems, IR-analyzer
and smartphone system, utilized the same sampled gas in the experiment. Therefore the fact
that the gas first passed the Nafion tubing will not bias the comparison. Although, it would
have been an advantage to have a controlled level of temperature and humidity during the
measurements. To somewhat compensate for the lack of such control, temperature and
humidity data was noted on day 2, 6 and 13. No large variations in temperature and humidity
were seen.
The need for the Nafion tubing in the calibration measurements was obvious because of the
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sensors sensitivity to dry environments. To investigate the need for the Nafion tubing in the
real life set-up a measurement without Nafion tubing was done. The results of the
measurement, performed during day 2, were more variable than measurements performed
with Nafion tubing during day 1 and 2. Two standard deviations was 0.25vol% CO2, figure 4.3,
for measurements with Nafion tubing and 0.81vol% CO2, figure 4.5, for measurements without
Nafion tubing. Due to the results achieved, the Nafion tubing was used for the rest of the real
life measurements.
When recalculating the CO2 formula, a new formula custom-made for the new sensor was
obtained. The formula would have been more accurate if calibration gases of several levels had
been used. However, the recalculation will need to be done again when factory made sensors
are available. As mentioned below the applicability of the results of this project on factorymade sensors is unclear. Therefore two different calibration gases were considered sufficient
for this project.
In the main experiments, a single hand-made sensor of the new kind that Seebreath has
produced was tested. The results of this work show the performance of that specific sensor
and give a strong indication of the characteristics of the new sensor. However, since the new
sensor was handmade it is unclear how reproducible these results would be if experiments
were performed with a number of factory-made sensors.

5.1.2 Sensor characteristics
In figure 4.1, stability of the colorimetric sensor is visualized. It is assumed that IR-analyzer is
stable from day to day, and thereby it can be said that the measurements show stability of the
colorimetric sensor. The frequency during calibration measurements was 10 pulses/min and
therefore the increase in time constant, see discussion below, did not affect these
measurements.
The measurement on day 12 is distinctly different from the other measurements and the true
reason for that is unclear. The fact that measurements on day 13 and 14 are normal indicates
that the reason for the deviant results was temporary. Since IR-reference values are normal it
is unlikely that CO2 values in the system were higher for that measurement. A possible
explanation is that some factor in the set-up, that does not affect the IR-analyzer but do affect
the smartphone system, was changed during this specific measurement. A potential factor is
the humidity of the system but the explanation might be some other factor unknown to us.
Instability in the SmartCap application cannot be ruled out. The application has during
measurements shown a somewhat instable behavior, on several occasions it needed to be
restarted. It is notable that the first measurement is comparable to the last measurement, this
indicates that the stability of the smartphone system is affected more by other factors than the
sensor itself and that in a stable set-up, at a low pulse rate, the sensor may be stable for at
least 14 days.
Table 4.1 shows that the precision of the sensor is better than ±0.1vol%. These results are
comparable to tests made with the old sensor that showed a precision of 0.2vol% at 5% CO2
and 0.1vol% at 3% CO2, see section 2.3. Further, it is an indication of a successful improvement
of the sensitivity range.
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As seen in the result, section 4.1.3, the time constant of the sensor used in the main
experiments is 0.75 s rising and 1.31 s falling. For comparison, a measurement of response
time was done in the shunt stream measurement. The sensor used there had been exposed to
ambient air for less than a week, compared to 3-4 weeks for the sensor in the main
experiments. The time constant was 0.50 s rising and 0.82 s falling, see section 4.2.1, a
significant difference indicating that fresh sensors would work at higher breathing
frequencies and/or need smaller corrections than those employed in our main study. Even
though it would have been preferable to do a comparison of response time with the same
sensor measured in the same set-up at two different points in time these measurements give a
sufficient indication of the change in time constant. The Bland-Altman plots in figures 4.3 and
4.4 also indicate an increase in response time and these plots are based on measurements in
the same set-up with the same sensor. The upshift seen when comparing the plots is due to an
underestimation of the end-tidal CO2 values, appearing when the sensors time constant
increase.
The range of breathing rates simulated in the experiment was 6-30 breaths/min, this gives a
range of 2-10 seconds for a single breath. This means that for the lower frequencies the time
constant of the colorimetric sensor is sufficient, but for higher frequencies it is problematic,
this is illustrated in figure 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. However, as seen in figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, the
corrections for breathing rate, described in section 3.1.5 and discussed in section 5.1.3 can
compensate for this.

5.1.3 Agreement between methods
The Bland-Altman plots in figure 4.3 and 4.4, section 4.1.4, illustrate the difference in
measured peak values between smartphone system and IR-analyzer in real life measurements.
The mean difference between the two methods can be compensated for by applying a
calibration factor. The standard deviation, the spread of the values, is more critical. Two
standard deviations correspond to 0.25vol% for the first week and 0,35vol% for the second
week. This means that 95% of the values measured by the smartphone system will be within
±0.25vol% of the mean deviation for the first week and ±0.35vol% for the second. The
increase in the sensors response time, discussed in section 5.1.2, is a contributing factor to the
increase in standard deviation. These results indicates that the new sensor can be used for 6
days with an approximate accuracy of ±0.25vol%.
In figure 4.3, only one data point between CO2 concentrations of 5vol% and 7vol% CO2 is seen.
This was discovered and corrected before measurements during week two, by adding an
additional measurement. It would have been advantageous to fill the gap in the first week.
Even though the measurements cover the desired range (2-7%), more data points between 57% would have been valuable since clinical data occur in that range. However, since the
sensors ages this was not possible to do, without replacing the sensor and perform all
measurements again. Due to the time limit of the project that was not possible.
The standard deviations in Bland-Altman plots provide an indication of the accuracy of the
smartphone system. However, these calculations comprise the uncertainty of not only the
smartphone system but of the IR-analyzer as well. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that the
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accuracy of the smartphone system is better than indicated by these values. To put the
accuracy in a relevant context it should be mentioned that the ISO standard 80601-2-55, that
address “Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance of respiratory
gas monitors” from 2011, state the required minimum measurement accuracy as ±0.43% plus
8% of gas levels in volume fraction.49 Further, the IR-analyzer used in this project has an
accuracy of ±(0.2vol%+2% of reading).
In section 4.1.5 capnograms from measurements in real life settings are shown. When
comparing uncorrected capnograms with corrected, it is seen that for 10 breaths/min
corrections are not as necessary as for 20 and 30 breaths/min. The reason for that is
explained in section 5.1.2. Further it is seen that, except from the waveform baseline for 20
and 30 breaths/min, corrected colorimetric curves correspond well with IR-analyzer curves
for all breathing rates. The corrections are discussed below.
The deviant baseline of the capnograms for 20 and 30 breaths/min is partly caused by the
response time of the sensor. Further, the correction for breathing rate is counteracting the
effect of the correction in the fall, it shifts the entire curve upwards. The baseline of the curve
is not critical for normal applications of capnography, the most relevant aspect is the end-tidal
CO2 value. However it is important for the validity of the concept smartphone capnography
that future work investigates how capnograms can be fully compensated for all breathing
rates.
The correction for end-tidal CO2 is based on measurements in real life set-up, therefore it is
not unexpected that figure 4.12 shows good results. Nevertheless the result is important, since
clinical situations involve considerable variation in breathing rate and this need to be
accounted for in monitoring. The effect of using the formula is further seen in the capnograms
of section 4.1.5.
The correction for the fall of the curve, see section 2.4, is rather primitive, still, figure 4.6, 4.7
and 4.8 show that the fall of the colorimetric curve correspond well with the fall of the IRanalyzer curve for all breathing rates. This indicate that the correction used in this study give
sufficient results, but since clinical situations are more complex than the simulated breathing
circuit in this experiment, it is important in future work to develop a more accurate correction.

5.2 Additional experiments
5.2.1 Resuscitator measurements (shunt stream)
The measurement in shunt stream setting had never been performed before and therefore the
fact that the measurement gave results is successful in itself. The concept has to be further
elaborated but a clear advantage is that this solution for monitoring manual ventilation
requires no gas sampling and adds no dead space or resistance.

Jesse M. Ehrenfeld and Maxime Cannesson, Monitoring Technologies in Acute Care Environments: A
Comprehensive Guide to Patient Monitoring Technology, p.183
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The result, figure 4.13, shows that, apart from the first peak, the colorimetric curves are
comparable to those from IR-analyzer reference, both in curve form and peak values. For the
first peak the colorimetric sensor shows a lower CO2 value than the IR-analyzer, while the rest
of the peaks are comparable. The reason for the deviant first peak is that air in the expiratory
part of the resuscitator diluted the first portion of gas that reached the smartphone system.
The smartphone system obtains expired gas via the expiratory part of the resuscitator, while
the IR-analyzer samples air before it enters the resuscitator and is not affected by this
phenomenon. The problem could probably have been avoided by placing the smartphone
system closer to the expiratory valve. All of this indicates that the shunt stream set-up for
monitoring manual ventilation is feasible and should be further investigated.
The response time measurement performed in this set-up is discussed in section 5.1.2.

5.2.2 Fiber optic measurement (main stream)
The measurement in main stream set-up was done as a proof of concept; therefore any
capnograms obtained from this measurement agreeable to the ones obtained during main
experiments is considered a success. Advantages of this solution consist of no sampling delay
and a more stable link to the breathing system. Further, the fiber optic link is considered more
durable than traditional tubing used for sampling and need no power supply. However, when
placing the fiber optic tip, and thereby the colorimetric sensor, within the flow of gas it comes
with the disadvantage of unstable temperature and humidity. There is also a risk of the sensor
being damaged when put in a potentially wet environment.
The capnogram from the fiber optic measurement, figure 4.15, show that the colorimetric
curve is comparable to the IR-analyzer. In addition, the whole capnogram is comparable to
capnograms from the main experiments, especially figure 4.7. This indicates that the use of
fiber optics for sampling is as feasible as the sampling used in the main experiments and
should be further elaborated.

5.3 Development of an iPhone application
The resulting application is seen as a success, it fulfills the goal of being comparable to the
Android application, even though the time for development was limited. The tests performed
gave satisfying results, see section 4.3, and thereby it is confirmed that the application work as
a proof of concept for using an iPhone for smartphone capnography. However, due to the
limited time frame for this part of the project the application can still be improved, important
areas of improvement are highlighted below.
Since the focus has been to develop an application that has the correct functionality the
structure of the code has not been prioritized. It would be preferable to refactor the code to
make it easier to work with and to improve performance without changing the functionality of
the application. Another area of improvement is the design of the application. This area has
also been of lower priority and the design is almost identical to the one of the Android
application.
Although the design was given low priority a few changes have been made. When using the
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Android application during the experiments it was noticed that it could be hard to tell
whether a button actually had been pressed or not. Therefore it was important to add to the
iPhone application a visual indication of a pressed button. When the set zero button is pressed
the R0-value is updated and hence provides the user with a visual indication of the action.
When the start or stop button has been pressed these buttons change color from blue to gray.
A difference between the iPhone application and the Android application is the format of the
time saved to file and the fact that the file format is csv instead of xml. The csv file format is
used both to facilitate plotting and since it was easily implemented. In the Android application
the timestamp is of the format “yy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss“ while the iPhone application only saves
the time in seconds passed since start of measurement. In this stage, when the concept is still
being tested and evaluated, it is likely that plotting of the curves is of interest. The way of
saving timestamps in the iPhone application facilitates the plotting of curves. The year, month,
day, hour, minutes, and seconds of the ending of measurement is a part of the filename in the
iPhone application and that is considered sufficient.
A problem noticed during the testing of the application was large variations in the R0-value.
With the Android application the variation in R0-value remained in the span of ±3 units and it
was desirable to achieve the same level of stability in the iPhone system. It was discovered
that these variations derived from the arrangement of the iPhone. The arrangement was the
same as for the Android phone only with minor adjustments. Since the geometry between the
phones differs quite a lot this arrangement is not optimal for the iPhone. There are several
reasons why the arrangement of the phone could cause these problems and why it is
important to have an absolute stable arrangement. When the camera pre-view is loaded the
focus, white balance and exposure are locked and therefore the position of the camera during
loading is important. If the position of the phone changes from time to time the conditions
when locking these parameters will vary and contribute to variations in R0-value.
An even more important factor is the light. The emission field in the application lights ups the
sensor and depending on the brightness of this field the light in the picture varies. Variations
in the lightening of the sensor contribute to variations in R0-value. The brightness of the
emission field is of course affected by the brightness of the screen. Therefore it is important to
keep the brightness of the screen at a constant level. It is also important to make sure that only
the emission field illuminates the membrane; no surrounding light should be able to enter the
system. If the arrangement of the iPhone is unstable it is much likely that surrounding light
reaches the membrane and affects the measurements. The application has been tested with
two different iPhones and it has been observed that the brightness of the screen differs
between different phones. This will contribute to variations in R0-values between different
phones.
To solve the problem with large variations in R0-value the arrangement has to be re-designed
to fit the iPhone. The adapter containing the sensor and holding the phone needs to be reconstructed. It should be fairly easy to implement these changes and it is recommended to do
so before using the smartphone concept together with the iPhone. Even if the stability of the
arrangement easily can be improved the fact that the brightness differs between different
phones still remains. For now, this has been solved by simply changing the brightness of the
screen manually until a desirable R0-value is obtained. However, this problem could be solved
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programmatically by implementing an algorithm to the application that adjusts the brightness
of the emission field automatically.
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6. Conclusions
The new sensor has a precision better than ±0.1vol% and in a stable set-up, at a low
frequency, it is stable for up to 14 days. The time constant is acceptable for low breathing rates
and can be satisfyingly compensated for at high breathing rates. In a set-up simulating human
breathing the sensor has a lifetime of 6 days with an estimated accuracy of ±0.25vol%.
The shunt stream set-up and the main stream set-up are both feasible and should be further
investigated.
The iPhone application is comparable to the Android application and work as a proof of
concept for using an iPhone for smartphone capnography.
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7. Reflections on a market introduction
The results of this master thesis project strongly suggest further elaboration and evaluation of
the concept smartphone capnography. This is further encouraged by two different clinicians
that has studied the results. Ola Stenqvist, M.D. and professor of Anesthesiology and Intensive
Care at Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, says that “for clinical use the
performance seen in the results of this work is quite sufficient”, he also mentions that “it is
obvious that the concept could be used in situations where IR-analyzers are too expensive, for
example monitoring at home of patients with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, data could be transmitted to the hospital for evaluation, in the same way as ECG is
today". Michael Broomé, M.D. and researcher at STH, KTH, agrees by saying that “the indicated
performance of smartphone capnography is satisfying”, but points out that “it is very
important to further develop the correction of capnograms”, this since “the curve form of
capnograms can help to confirm sufficient agreement between end-tidal CO2 levels and
arterial CO2 levels”.
The next step in the elaboration of smartphone capnography is to perform an extended
evaluation of factory-made sensors to confirm the results of this study. The concept also need
to be tested in clinical situations, with side stream, shunt stream and mainstream technique.
As mentioned earlier, an important aspect to further investigate is the corrections of
capnograms. Even though the corrections of capnograms are considered successful, se section
4.1.5, further improvement is necessary. Current corrections are fairly primitive and could be
improved by simple means. Further, it is important to look at the possibility of combining
smartphone capnography with monitoring of other important clinically parameters, for
example hearth rate, saturation and blood pressure. This would increase the usefulness of the
concept since it is often desirable to monitor several parameters at once.
For smartphone capnography to go from idea to commercial product the concept needs to
fulfill all regulatory demands stated in the Swedish Medical Devices Act 1993:584.50 Worth
noticing is that not only the sensor but also the SmartCap application is a medical device.
Further, both the sensor and the application must fulfill all regulatory demands both
separately and together. Even though the regulatory demands in different countries have a lot
of similarities, a separate process for approval is needed in each country. On the important U.S.
market the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the authority responsible for regulatory
demands on medical devices. The fact that a similar sensor is already approved on the U.S.
market offers a small advantage in the approval process of this concept. However, the fact that
there are differences between the sensors and that the concept smartphone capnography is
new, makes it necessary to go through the approval process again. Further, the use of medical
mobile applications, like SmartCap, is relatively new and for this reason FDA has issued a
document named “Mobile Medical Applications - Guidance for Industry and FDA staff”. It
emphasizes FDAs thinking on the topic medical mobile applications and, except when specific
regulatory demands are mentioned, it is to be seen as a guide. When further developing the
SmartCap application this document can offer guidance in creating a safe application that
fulfill the regulatory demands stated by FDA and other authorities.51
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Läkemedelsverket, 'An Introduction to Rules and Regulations'
U.S. Food and Drugs Administration, 'Mobile Medical Applications'
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When developing a new concept it is important to account for sustainability and ethical
aspects. The sensor used in this concept is disposable and has to be replaced regularly,
resulting in a certain amount of waste. Therefore the effect on the environment has to be
considered. The chemicals included in the sensor are the same chemicals as in the sensor in
Capno Habi. That sensor has been proved to be biocompatible52, is approved by the FDA and
sold on the US market. This indicates that the waste from smartphone capnography will not
harm the environment. Further, using a mobile phone as the software platform for the concept
should be considered a sustainable solution. This since the smartphone is an already existing
technology that can be used for both other medical applications and a variety of other
purposes.
Further, since the concept smartphone capnography is inexpensive compared to IR-analyzers
it can be used in situations where cost limits the possibility of respiratory monitoring. From
an ethical point of view it is favorable that financial assets does not influence the quality of
healthcare and this concept could contribute to achieve this. Smartphone capnography could
be useful in developing countries as well as in home care, two situations where cost is a
critical factor.
In summary, smartphone capnography is a promising technology that could offer a low cost
solution for respiratory monitoring. It could be especially useful in home care, for monitoring
manual ventilation in CPR and in the health care of developing countries. We believe that
smartphone capnography will be further developed and that the concept will reach the
medical devices market.
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Appendix A
This chapter include a short description of preparations needed to run the iPhone application.
This is followed by the application code.
1. During this project Xcode version 5.1 was used, Xcode can be downloaded here:
https://developer.apple.com/xcode/downloads/
2. To be able to plot graphs the Core Plot framework has to be included into the project.
Core Plot release 1.4 was used and can be downloaded here:
https://code.google.com/p/core-plot/
3. To be able to run the application in upside down orientation and landscape orientation
these boxes has to be checked under deployment info in Xcode, see figure A.1.

Figure A.1 Upside Down and Landscape Left needs to be checked.

1

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCDataHandler.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface SCDataHandler : NSObject{
NSNumber *calibrationFactor;
NSMutableArray *meanArray;
NSMutableArray *timeArray;
NSMutableArray *CO2Array;
NSMutableArray *CO2corrArray;
NSMutableArray *CO2corr2Array;
NSMutableArray *updatedCO2Array;
NSMutableArray *rValueArray;
NSMutableArray *rateArray;
NSMutableArray *EndTidalArray;
NSMutableArray *outputETArray;
NSTimer *graph1Timer;
NSTimer *graph2Timer;
}
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSNumber *calibrationFactor;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *meanArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *timeArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *CO2Array;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *CO2corrArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *CO2corr2Array;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *updatedCO2Array;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *rValueArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *rateArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *EndTidalArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSMutableArray *outputETArray;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSTimer *graph1Timer;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSTimer *graph2Timer;
+ (id)sharedManager;
-(void) setFactor: (NSNumber *) factor;
-(void) setgraph1Timer: (NSTimer *) timer;
-(void) setgraph2Timer: (NSTimer *) timer;
-(void) addToMean: (NSNumber *) breathspermin;
-(void) addToCO2: (NSNumber *) CO2;
-(void) addToCO2corr: (NSNumber *) CO2corr;
-(void) addToCO2corr2: (NSNumber *) CO2corr2;
-(void) addToupdatedCO2: (NSNumber *) updatedCO2;
-(void) addTorValue: (NSNumber *) rValue;
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-(void) addTorate: (NSNumber *) rate;
-(void) addToTime: (NSNumber *) time;
-(void) addToEndTidal: (NSString *) EndTidal;
-(void) addTooutputET: (NSNumber *) ET;
-(NSNumber *) getFactor;
-(NSArray *) getMean;
-(NSArray *) getCO2;
-(NSArray *) getCO2corr;
-(NSArray *) getCO2corr2;
-(NSArray *) getupdatedCO2;
-(NSArray *) getTime;
-(NSArray *) getrValue;
-(NSArray *) getrate;
-(NSArray *) getEndTidal;
-(NSArray *) getoutputET;
-(NSTimer *) getgraph1Timer;
-(NSTimer *) getgraph2Timer;
-(void) removallFromupdatedCO2;
-(void) removallFromMean;
-(void) removalldata;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCDataHandler.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@implementation SCDataHandler
@synthesize calibrationFactor, meanArray, CO2Array, updatedCO2Array, timeArray,
CO2corrArray, CO2corr2Array, rateArray, rValueArray, EndTidalArray, outputETArray,
graph1Timer,graph2Timer;
#pragma mark Singleton Methods
+ (id)sharedManager {
static SCDataHandler *sharedManager = nil;
static dispatch_once_t onceToken;
dispatch_once(&onceToken, ^{
sharedManager = [[self alloc] init];
});
return sharedManager;
}
- (id)init {
if (self = [super init]) {
meanArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
CO2Array=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
CO2corrArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
CO2corr2Array=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
updatedCO2Array=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
rValueArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
rateArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
timeArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
outputETArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
EndTidalArray=[[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
}
return self;
}
-(void) setFactor: (NSNumber *) factor{
calibrationFactor=factor;

}
-(NSNumber *) getFactor{
if (calibrationFactor == NULL){
return [NSNumber numberWithInt:1];
}
else
return calibrationFactor;
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}
-(void) addToMean: (NSNumber *) breathspermin{
[meanArray addObject:breathspermin];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getMean{
return meanArray;
}
-(void) addToTime: (NSNumber *) time{
[timeArray addObject:time];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getTime{
return timeArray;
}
-(void) addToCO2: (NSNumber *) CO2{
[CO2Array addObject:CO2];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getCO2{
return CO2Array;
}

-(void) addTorValue:(NSNumber *)rValue{
[rValueArray addObject:rValue];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getrValue{
return rValueArray;
}
-(void) addTorate:(NSNumber *)rate {
[rateArray addObject:rate];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getrate{
return rateArray;
}
-(void) addToEndTidal:(NSString *)EndTidal{
[EndTidalArray addObject:EndTidal];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getEndTidal{
return EndTidalArray;
}
-(void) addTooutputET:(NSNumber *)ET{
[outputETArray addObject:ET];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getoutputET{
return outputETArray;
}

-(void) addToCO2corr: (NSNumber *) CO2corr{
[CO2corrArray addObject:CO2corr];
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}
-(NSMutableArray *) getCO2corr{
return CO2corrArray;
}
-(void) addToCO2corr2: (NSNumber *) CO2corr2{
[CO2corr2Array addObject:CO2corr2];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getCO2corr2{
return CO2corr2Array;
}
-(void) addToupdatedCO2: (NSNumber *) updatedCO2{
[updatedCO2Array addObject:updatedCO2];
}
-(NSMutableArray *) getupdatedCO2{
return updatedCO2Array;
}
-(void) removallFromupdatedCO2{
[updatedCO2Array removeAllObjects];
}
-(void) removallFromMean{
[meanArray removeAllObjects];
}
-(void) removalldata{
[updatedCO2Array removeAllObjects];
[meanArray removeAllObjects];
[CO2Array removeAllObjects];
[CO2corrArray removeAllObjects];
[CO2corr2Array removeAllObjects];
[updatedCO2Array removeAllObjects];
[rValueArray removeAllObjects];
[rateArray removeAllObjects];
[timeArray removeAllObjects];
[EndTidalArray removeAllObjects];
[outputETArray removeAllObjects];
calibrationFactor =[NSNumber numberWithInt:1];
}
-(void) setgraph1Timer:(NSTimer *) Timer{
graph1Timer=Timer;
}
-(NSTimer *) getgraph1Timer{
return graph1Timer;
}
-(void) setgraph2Timer:(NSTimer *) Timer{
graph2Timer=Timer;
}
-(NSTimer *) getgraph2Timer{
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return graph2Timer;
}
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//

SCMainViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-29.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import "SCAppDelegate.h"
@interface SCMainViewController : UIViewController
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCMainViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-29.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCMainViewController.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@interface SCMainViewController ()
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *calibrationTF;
where calibration factor is entered.

//Connected to textfield

@end
@implementation SCMainViewController

- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removalldata];
//Clear data and invalidate timers
from previous measurements.
[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getgraph1Timer] invalidate];
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph1Timer: nil];
[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getgraph2Timer] invalidate];
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph2Timer: nil];
[self.calibrationTF setReturnKeyType:UIReturnKeyNext];
[super viewDidLoad];
UIToolbar* numberToolbar = [[UIToolbar alloc]initWithFrame:CGRectMake(0, 0, 320, 50)]; //
Initialize toolbar for applying calibration factor.
numberToolbar.barStyle = UIBarStyleBlackTranslucent;
numberToolbar.items = [NSArray arrayWithObjects:
[[UIBarButtonItem alloc]initWithTitle:@"" style:UIBarButtonItemStyleBordered
target:self action:@selector(clearNumberPad)],
[[UIBarButtonItem
alloc]initWithBarButtonSystemItem:UIBarButtonSystemItemFlexibleSpace target:nil action:nil],
[[UIBarButtonItem alloc]initWithTitle:@"Apply" style:UIBarButtonItemStyleDone
target:self action:@selector(doneWithNumberPad)],
nil];
[numberToolbar sizeToFit];
self.calibrationTF.inputAccessoryView = numberToolbar;
}
-(void)clearNumberPad{
[ self.calibrationTF resignFirstResponder];
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self.calibrationTF.text = @"";
}
-(void)doneWithNumberPad{
//Retrive applied calibration factor from text field and set
factor in DataHandler.
NSString *numberFromTheKeyboard = self.calibrationTF.text;
SCDataHandler *sharedManager = [SCDataHandler sharedManager];
[sharedManager setFactor:[NSNumber numberWithFloat:[numberFromTheKeyboard
floatValue]]];
[self.calibrationTF resignFirstResponder];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return YES;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskPortraitUpsideDown;
}
/*
#pragma mark - Navigation
// In a storyboard-based application, you will often want to do a little preparation before navigation
- (void)prepareForSegue:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue sender:(id)sender
{
// Get the new view controller using [segue destinationViewController].
// Pass the selected object to the new view controller.
}
*/
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCCPRViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-05-01.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <AVFoundation/AVFoundation.h>
@interface SCCPRViewController : UIViewController{
BOOL DoCorrection;
BOOL FrontCamera;
BOOL haveImage;
NSTimer *autoTimer;
NSTimer *autoTimer2;
NSTimer *thirtysecTimer;
NSString *str;
}
@property(nonatomic, retain) AVCaptureStillImageOutput *stillImageOutput;
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraphHostingView *hostView;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *imagePreview;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSString *str;

@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCCPRViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-05-01.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCCPRViewController.h"
#import "SCRGBCalculator.h"
#import "SCIsEndTidal.h"
#import "SCSaveData.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
#import "SCCPRGraphViewController.h"

@interface SCCPRViewController ()
/////Properties connected to storyboard/////
- (IBAction)StopMeasure:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)StartMeasure:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)setZero:(id)sender;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno1;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno2;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno3;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno4;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno5;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno6;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *SetZero;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UILabel *R0;
@property(weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *start;
@property(weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *stop;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *graphView;
///////////////////////////////////////////
@property CFTimeInterval startTime;
@property SCRGBCalculator *myRGBcalculator;
@property SCIsEndTidal *checkET;
@property SCSaveData *save;
@property SCDataHandler *Datahandler;
@property SCCPRGraphViewController *Graph;
@property NSNumber * r_value;
@property int j;
@property int p;
@property float previousbreath;
@property NSNumber *CalibrationFactor;
@end

@implementation SCCPRViewController
@synthesize stillImageOutput, imagePreview, str;
@synthesize hostView = hostView_;
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int i=3;

#pragma mark - UIViewController lifecycle methods
-(void)viewDidAppear:(BOOL)animated {
[self initializeCamera];
[super viewDidAppear:animated];
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
self.start.enabled=NO;
self.stop.enabled=NO;
self.SetZero.enabled=YES;
self.myRGBcalculator=[[SCRGBCalculator alloc] init];
self.checkET=[[SCIsEndTidal alloc] init];
self.save=[[SCSaveData alloc] init];
self.Graph=[[SCCPRGraphViewController alloc] init];
FrontCamera = YES;
DoCorrection= NO;
self.CalibrationFactor=[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getFactor];
[super viewDidLoad];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
}

- (IBAction)setZero:(id)sender {
self.start.enabled=YES;
//enabels startbutton
AVCaptureConnection *videoConnection = nil;
for (AVCaptureConnection *connection in stillImageOutput.connections) {
//Set up
videoconnection
for (AVCaptureInputPort *port in [connection inputPorts]) {
if ([[port mediaType] isEqual:AVMediaTypeVideo] ) {
videoConnection = connection;
break;
}
}
if (videoConnection) {
break;
}
}
[stillImageOutput captureStillImageAsynchronouslyFromConnection:videoConnection
completionHandler: ^(CMSampleBufferRef imageSampleBuffer, NSError *error) {
//Captures image
if (imageSampleBuffer != NULL) {
NSData *imageData = [AVCaptureStillImageOutput
jpegStillImageNSDataRepresentation:imageSampleBuffer];
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self.r_value=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcRGB:[UIImage imageWithData:imageData]];
//Calculates R0-value
[self.myRGBcalculator setRzero:self.r_value];
//Set R0-value in RGBCalculator
class
self.R0.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@", self.r_value]; //Displays R0-value
}
}];
}
- (IBAction)StartMeasure:(id)sender {
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removalldata];
//Clear data from possible previous
measurements
self.Breathno1.text=@"";
//Clear information on display
self.Breathno2.text=@"";
self.Breathno3.text=@"";
self.Breathno4.text=@"";
self.Breathno5.text=@"";
self.Breathno6.text=@"";
self.start.enabled=NO;
//Disable start button
self.stop.enabled=YES;
//Enable stop button
self.startTime = CACurrentMediaTime();
//Registers time when start of measurment
self.p=0;
autoTimer= [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.2
target:self
selector:@selector(capImage:)
userInfo:@"StartMeasure"
repeats:YES];
//Timer sending message to capImage 5 times per
second
self.j=0;
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setGraph1Timer:[NSTimer
scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.7
target:self.Graph.graph
selector:@selector(reloadData)
userInfo:nil
repeats:YES]]; //Timer sending messages to
update data in graph showing capnogram
}
- (IBAction)StopMeasure:(id)sender {
self.start.enabled=YES;
//Enable start button
self.stop.enabled=NO;
//Disable stop button
[autoTimer invalidate];
//Invalidate timer sending message to capImage
autoTimer = nil;
[thirtysecTimer invalidate];
//Invalidate timer updating mean CO2 and breaths/min
thirtysecTimer = nil;
[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getgraph1Timer] invalidate]; //Invalidate timer updating
graph
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph1Timer: nil];
[self.save doSave: self.CalibrationFactor : @"" : @"" ];
//Saving calibration factor
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}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////This part is handeling the capture of pictures //////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//AVCaptureSession to show live video feed in view
- (void) initializeCamera {
AVCaptureSession *session = [[AVCaptureSession alloc] init];
session.sessionPreset = AVCaptureSessionPresetPhoto;
AVCaptureVideoPreviewLayer *captureVideoPreviewLayer = [[AVCaptureVideoPreviewLayer
alloc] initWithSession:session];
[captureVideoPreviewLayer setVideoGravity:AVLayerVideoGravityResizeAspectFill];
captureVideoPreviewLayer.frame = self.imagePreview.bounds;
[self.imagePreview.layer addSublayer:captureVideoPreviewLayer];
UIView *view = [self imagePreview];
CALayer *viewLayer = [view layer];
[viewLayer setMasksToBounds:YES];
CGRect bounds = [view bounds];
[captureVideoPreviewLayer setFrame:bounds];
NSArray *devices = [AVCaptureDevice devices];
AVCaptureDevice *frontCamera;
AVCaptureDevice *backCamera;
for (AVCaptureDevice *device in devices) {
NSLog(@"Device name: %@", [device localizedName]);
if ([device hasMediaType:AVMediaTypeVideo]) {

if ([device position] == AVCaptureDevicePositionBack) {
NSLog(@"Device position : back");
backCamera = device;
}
else {
NSLog(@"Device position : front");
frontCamera = device;
}
}
}
if (!FrontCamera) {
NSError *error = nil;
AVCaptureDeviceInput *input = [AVCaptureDeviceInput deviceInputWithDevice:backCamera
error:&error];
if (!input) {
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NSLog(@"ERROR: trying to open camera: %@", error);
}
[session addInput:input];
}
if (FrontCamera) {
NSError *error = nil;
AVCaptureDeviceInput *input = [AVCaptureDeviceInput deviceInputWithDevice:frontCamera
error:&error];
if (!input) {
NSLog(@"ERROR: trying to open camera: %@", error);
}
[session addInput:input];
}

stillImageOutput = [[AVCaptureStillImageOutput alloc] init];
NSDictionary *outputSettings = [[NSDictionary alloc] initWithObjectsAndKeys:
AVVideoCodecJPEG, AVVideoCodecKey, nil];
[stillImageOutput setOutputSettings:outputSettings];
[session addOutput:stillImageOutput];
[self disableAutoFocus];
[session startRunning];
}

- (void) capImage:(NSTimer*)autoTimer {
// Method to capture image from
AVCaptureSession video feed
AVCaptureConnection *videoConnection = nil;
for (AVCaptureConnection *connection in stillImageOutput.connections) {
for (AVCaptureInputPort *port in [connection inputPorts]) {
if ([[port mediaType] isEqual:AVMediaTypeVideo] ) {
videoConnection = connection;
break;
}
}
if (videoConnection) {
break;
}
}
[stillImageOutput captureStillImageAsynchronouslyFromConnection:videoConnection
completionHandler: ^(CMSampleBufferRef imageSampleBuffer, NSError *error) {
if (imageSampleBuffer != NULL) {
NSData *imageData = [AVCaptureStillImageOutput
jpegStillImageNSDataRepresentation:imageSampleBuffer];
CFTimeInterval elapsedTime = CACurrentMediaTime() - self.startTime;
//Calculating elapsed time since start of measurement
NSNumber *elapsedTimeobj = [NSNumber numberWithFloat:elapsedTime];
self.r_value=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcRGB:[UIImage imageWithData:imageData]];
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//Calculating R-value
NSNumber * result=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcCO2:self.r_value];
CO2 level
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTorValue:self.r_value];
in DataHandler
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2: result];
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToTime: elapsedTimeobj];

//Calculting
//Store results

if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] count]>2){
int aChange=[self.checkET isET: [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] :
DoCorrection]; //Check if a peak or lowest point has been measured
NSNumber * Cn=[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2]
objectAtIndex:([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] count]-3)]; //Pick out the third latest
CO2 value
if(DoCorrection==NO){
//Enter here if the current state is a
raising curve
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr: Cn];
//Adding CO2 level to
corrected CO2 array
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr2:[NSNumber numberWithFloat:([Cn
floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]]; // Adding CO2 value multiplied whit factor to
corrected2 CO2 array
if(aChange==1){

//Enter here if a peak (end-tidal) value

is found
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"1"];
//Register to end
tidal array that end-tidal value is found
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>self.p+5){
self.p=self.p+1;
}
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTooutputET:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:([Cn floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]];
self.Breathno1.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p] floatValue]];
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>1){
self.Breathno2.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+1]floatValue]];
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTorate:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:[elapsedTimeobj floatValue]-self.previousbreath]];
}
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>2)
self.Breathno3.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+2] floatValue]];
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>3)
self.Breathno4.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+3] floatValue]];
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>4)
self.Breathno5.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+4] floatValue]];
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>5)
self.Breathno6.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET]objectAtIndex:self.p+5] floatValue]];
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DoCorrection=YES;
//When a peak has been found correction
for fall is activated
self.previousbreath= [elapsedTimeobj floatValue];
}
else{
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"0"];
//No peak found and
0 is registerd to the EndTidal array
}
}
else if (DoCorrection==YES){ // Enter here if the current state is a falling curve
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"0"];
double Cndouble = [Cn doubleValue];
NSNumber * Cncorr= [NSNumber numberWithDouble:(Cndouble*0.3)];
//Applying
the correction for the fall
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr: Cncorr];
// Storing the
corrected value
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr2:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:([Cncorr floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]]; //Storing corrected
value multiplied with correction factor
if(aChange==1)
// Enter here if the lowest value has been found
DoCorrection=NO;
// The correction for fall is no longer active
}
}
}
}];
}

-(void)disableAutoFocus // Method locking focus, whitebalance and exposure of the camera
{
NSArray *devices = [AVCaptureDevice devices];
NSError *error;
for (AVCaptureDevice *device in devices) {
if (([device hasMediaType:AVMediaTypeVideo]) &&
([device position] == AVCaptureDevicePositionFront) ) {
[device lockForConfiguration:&error];
if ([device isFocusModeSupported:AVCaptureFocusModeLocked]) {
device.focusMode = AVCaptureFocusModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Focus locked");
}
if ([device isWhiteBalanceModeSupported:AVCaptureWhiteBalanceModeLocked]) {
device.whiteBalanceMode = AVCaptureWhiteBalanceModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Whitebalanced locked");
}
if ([device isExposureModeSupported:AVCaptureExposureModeLocked]) {
device.exposureMode = AVCaptureExposureModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Exposure locked");
}
[device unlockForConfiguration];
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}
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return YES;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskLandscapeRight;
}

@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCCPRGraphViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-05-01.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
@interface SCCPRGraphViewController : UIViewController <CPTPlotDataSource>{
NSTimer *autoTimer2;
}
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraphHostingView *hostView;
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraph *graph;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCCPRGraphViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-05-01.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCCPRGraphViewController.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@interface SCCPRGraphViewController ()
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *graphView;
@end
@implementation SCCPRGraphViewController
@synthesize hostView, graph;
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self) {
// Custom initialization
}
return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[self initPlot];
[super viewDidLoad];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
}
#pragma mark - Chart behavior
-(void)initPlot {
[self configureHost];
[self configureGraph];
[self configurePlots];
[self configureAxes];
}
-(void)configureHost {
self.hostView = [(CPTGraphHostingView *) [CPTGraphHostingView alloc]
initWithFrame:self.graphView.bounds];
self.hostView.allowPinchScaling = NO;
[self.graphView addSubview:self.hostView];
}
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-(void)configureGraph {
// 1 - Create the graph
graph = [[CPTXYGraph alloc] initWithFrame:self.hostView.bounds];
CPTColor *my_color =[CPTColor colorWithComponentRed:201.0f/255.0f green:236.0f/255.0f
blue:242.0f/255.0f alpha:1.0f];
graph.fill= [CPTFill fillWithColor: my_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.fill = [CPTFill fillWithColor:my_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.plotArea.fill=[CPTFill fillWithColor:my_color];
self.hostView.hostedGraph = graph;
// 2 - Set graph title
NSString *title = @"15s CO2";
graph.title = title;
// 3 - Create and set text style
CPTMutableTextStyle *titleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
titleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
titleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
titleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
graph.titleTextStyle = titleStyle;
graph.titlePlotAreaFrameAnchor = CPTRectAnchorTop;
graph.titleDisplacement = CGPointMake(2.0f, 10.0f);
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
plotSpace.allowsUserInteraction = NO;
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setGraph1Timer:[NSTimer
scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.7
target:graph
selector:@selector(reloadData)
userInfo:nil
repeats:YES]]; //timer reloading data for graph
}
-(void)configurePlots {
// 1 - Get graph and plot space
graph = self.hostView.hostedGraph;
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
// 2 - Create the plot
CPTScatterPlot *CO2Plot = [[CPTScatterPlot alloc] init];
CO2Plot.dataSource = self;
CPTColor *aaplColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
[graph addPlot:CO2Plot toPlotSpace:plotSpace];
plotSpace.yRange= [CPTPlotRange plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0.0)
length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
plotSpace.xRange= [CPTPlotRange plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0)
length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
// 4 - Create styles and symbols
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplLineStyle = [CO2Plot.dataLineStyle mutableCopy];
aaplLineStyle.lineWidth = 0.7;
aaplLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;
CO2Plot.dataLineStyle = aaplLineStyle;
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplSymbolLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
aaplSymbolLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;
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}
-(void)configureAxes {
// 1 - Create styles
CPTMutableTextStyle *axisTitleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
axisTitleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
axisTitleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
axisTitleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
CPTMutableLineStyle *axisLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
axisLineStyle.lineWidth = 1.0f;
axisLineStyle.lineColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
// 2 - Get axis set
CPTXYAxisSet *axisSet = (CPTXYAxisSet *) self.hostView.hostedGraph.axisSet;
// 3 - Configure x-axis
CPTAxis *x = axisSet.xAxis;
x.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
x.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
CPTAxis *y = axisSet.yAxis;
y.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
//y.majorGridLineStyle = gridLineStyle;
y.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
}

#pragma mark - CPTPlotDataSource methods
-(NSUInteger)numberOfRecordsForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot { //returning number of data points in plot,
maximum 50
if ([[self Yaxis] count]>50) {
return 50;
}
else {
return [[self Yaxis] count];
};
}
-(NSNumber *)numberForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot field:(NSUInteger)fieldEnum
recordIndex:(NSUInteger)index { //handeling data to graph
switch (fieldEnum) {
case CPTScatterPlotFieldX:
{
return [[self Xaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
}
break;
case CPTScatterPlotFieldY:
{
return [[self Yaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
break;
}
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}
return [NSDecimalNumber zero];
}
-(NSArray *) Xaxis{
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getTime];

// returning time array for data to Xaxis

}
-(NSArray *) Yaxis{
NSUInteger length=[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]getCO2corr2] count];
if ( length> 50){
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removallFromupdatedCO2];
for (int i = (int)(length-50); i < length-1; i++){
//go through the last 50 positions in
corrected2 CO2 array and store in new array
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]addToupdatedCO2: [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]
getCO2corr2] objectAtIndex:i]];
}
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getupdatedCO2]; //return the new array updated
CO2 array for data to Yaxis
}
else{
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2corr2]; // returning corrected2 CO2 array
for data to Yaxis
}

}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return NO;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskAll;
}
/*
#pragma mark - Navigation
// In a storyboard-based application, you will often want to do a little preparation before navigation
- (void)prepareForSegue:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue sender:(id)sender
{
// Get the new view controller using [segue destinationViewController].
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// Pass the selected object to the new view controller.
}
*/
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <AVFoundation/AVFoundation.h>

@interface SCViewController : UIViewController {
BOOL DoCorrection;
BOOL FrontCamera;
BOOL haveImage;
NSTimer *cameraTimer;
NSTimer *thirtysecTimer;
NSString *str;
}
@property(nonatomic, retain) AVCaptureStillImageOutput *stillImageOutput;
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraphHostingView *hostView;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *imagePreview;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSString *str;

@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCViewController.h"
#import "SCRGBCalculator.h"
#import "SCIsEndTidal.h"
#import "SCSaveData.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
#import "SCGraph1ViewController.h"
#import "SCGraph2ViewController.h"

@interface SCViewController ()
/////Properties connected to storyboard/////
- (IBAction)StopMeasure:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)StartMeasure:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)setZero:(id)sender;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno1;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno2;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno3;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno4;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno5;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Breathno6;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Mean;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UITextField *Rate;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *SetZero;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UILabel *R0;
@property(weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *start;
@property(weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *stop;
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *graphView;
@property CFTimeInterval startTime;
/////////////////////////////////////////////
//@property CPTGraph * graph;
@property SCRGBCalculator *myRGBcalculator;
@property SCIsEndTidal *checkET;
@property SCSaveData *save;
//@property SCDataHandler *Datahandler;
@property SCGraph1ViewController *Graph1;
@property SCGraph2ViewController *Graph2;
@property NSNumber * r_value;
@property int j;
@property int p;
@property float previousbreath;
@property NSNumber *CalibrationFactor;

@end
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@implementation SCViewController
@synthesize stillImageOutput, imagePreview, str;
@synthesize hostView = hostView_;
int i=3;

#pragma mark - UIViewController lifecycle methods
-(void)viewDidAppear:(BOOL)animated {
[self initializeCamera];
[super viewDidAppear:animated];
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
self.start.enabled=NO;
self.stop.enabled=NO;
self.SetZero.enabled=YES;
self.myRGBcalculator=[[SCRGBCalculator alloc] init];
self.checkET=[[SCIsEndTidal alloc] init];
self.save=[[SCSaveData alloc] init];
self.Graph1=[[SCGraph1ViewController alloc] init];
self.Graph2=[[SCGraph2ViewController alloc] init];
FrontCamera = YES;
DoCorrection= NO;
self.CalibrationFactor=[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getFactor];
NSLog(@"calibration factor: %@", [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getFactor]);
[super viewDidLoad];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
//Dispose of any resources that can be recreated.
}

- (IBAction)setZero:(id)sender {
self.start.enabled=YES;
//enabels startbutton
AVCaptureConnection *videoConnection = nil;
for (AVCaptureConnection *connection in stillImageOutput.connections) { //Set up
videoconnection
for (AVCaptureInputPort *port in [connection inputPorts]) {
if ([[port mediaType] isEqual:AVMediaTypeVideo] ) {
videoConnection = connection;
break;
}
}
if (videoConnection) {
break;
}
}
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[stillImageOutput captureStillImageAsynchronouslyFromConnection:videoConnection
completionHandler: ^(CMSampleBufferRef imageSampleBuffer, NSError *error) {
//Captures image
if (imageSampleBuffer != NULL) {
NSData *imageData = [AVCaptureStillImageOutput
jpegStillImageNSDataRepresentation:imageSampleBuffer];
self.r_value=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcRGB:[UIImage imageWithData:imageData]];
//Calculates R0-value
[self.myRGBcalculator setRzero:self.r_value];
//Set R0-value in
RGBCalculator class
self.R0.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@", self.r_value];
//Displays
R0-value
}
}];
}
- (IBAction)StartMeasure:(id)sender {
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removalldata];
//Clear data from possible previous
measurements
self.Breathno1.text=@"";
//Clear information on display
self.Breathno2.text=@"";
self.Breathno3.text=@"";
self.Breathno4.text=@"";
self.Breathno5.text=@"";
self.Breathno6.text=@"";
self.Rate.text=@"";
self.Mean.text=@"";
self.SetZero.enabled=NO;
self.start.enabled=NO;
//Disable start button
self.stop.enabled=YES;
//Enable stop button
self.startTime = CACurrentMediaTime();
//Registers time when start of measurment
self.p=0;
cameraTimer= [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.2
target:self
selector:@selector(capImage:)
userInfo:@"StartMeasure"
repeats:YES]; //Timer sending message to capImage 5 times per
second
self.j=0;
thirtysecTimer= [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:30
target:self
selector:@selector(dispMean:)
userInfo:@""
repeats:YES]; //Timer sending messages to to dispMean every 30
second
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph2Timer:[NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:7
target:self.Graph2.graph
selector:@selector(reloadData)
userInfo:nil
repeats:YES]]; //Timer sending messages to
update data in graph showing mean values
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}
- (IBAction)StopMeasure:(id)sender {
self.start.enabled=YES;
//Enable start button
self.SetZero.enabled=YES;
//disable stop button
self.stop.enabled=NO;
[cameraTimer invalidate];
//Invalidate timer sending message to capImage
cameraTimer = nil;
[thirtysecTimer invalidate]; //Invalidate timer updating mean CO2 and breaths/min
thirtysecTimer = nil;
// [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getgraph1Timer] invalidate];
// [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph1Timer: nil];
// [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getgraph2Timer] invalidate];
// [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph2Timer: nil];
[self.save doSave: self.CalibrationFactor : self.Mean.text: self.Rate.text]; //Saving calibration
factor

}

- (void) dispMean: (NSTimer *) thirtysecTimer{ //method calculating and displaying mean CO2 and
bretahs per min
float sum=0;
float tot=0;
for (int j=self.j; j<[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]; j++){
sum=sum+[[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:j] floatValue];
}
for (int j=self.j+1; j<[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getrate] count]; j++){
tot=tot+[[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getrate] objectAtIndex:j] floatValue];
}
if(([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]-self.j)==0){ //if no breath has been
registered last 30 sec
self.Mean.text=@"-";
self.Rate.text=@"-";
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToMean: [NSNumber numberWithFloat:0]];
}
else{
float mean= sum/([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]-self.j);
float breathspermin= 60/round(tot/([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getrate] count](self.j+1)));
if(tot==0){
self.Rate.text=@"-";
}
else{
self.Rate.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.f", breathspermin];
}
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToMean: [NSNumber numberWithFloat:mean]];
self.Mean.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", mean];
}
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getMean] count]> 10){
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removallFromMean];
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}
self.j=(int)[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////This part is handeling the capture of pictures //////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//AVCaptureSession to show live video feed in view
- (void) initializeCamera {
AVCaptureSession *session = [[AVCaptureSession alloc] init];
session.sessionPreset = AVCaptureSessionPresetPhoto;
AVCaptureVideoPreviewLayer *captureVideoPreviewLayer = [[AVCaptureVideoPreviewLayer
alloc] initWithSession:session];
[captureVideoPreviewLayer setVideoGravity:AVLayerVideoGravityResizeAspectFill];
captureVideoPreviewLayer.frame = self.imagePreview.bounds;
[self.imagePreview.layer addSublayer:captureVideoPreviewLayer];
UIView *view = [self imagePreview];
CALayer *viewLayer = [view layer];
[viewLayer setMasksToBounds:YES];
CGRect bounds = [view bounds];
[captureVideoPreviewLayer setFrame:bounds];
NSArray *devices = [AVCaptureDevice devices];
AVCaptureDevice *frontCamera;
AVCaptureDevice *backCamera;
for (AVCaptureDevice *device in devices) {
NSLog(@"Device name: %@", [device localizedName]);
if ([device hasMediaType:AVMediaTypeVideo]) {

if ([device position] == AVCaptureDevicePositionBack) {
NSLog(@"Device position : back");
backCamera = device;
}
else {
NSLog(@"Device position : front");
frontCamera = device;
}
}
}
if (!FrontCamera) {
NSError *error = nil;
AVCaptureDeviceInput *input = [AVCaptureDeviceInput deviceInputWithDevice:backCamera
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error:&error];
if (!input) {
NSLog(@"ERROR: trying to open camera: %@", error);
}
[session addInput:input];
}
if (FrontCamera) {
NSError *error = nil;
AVCaptureDeviceInput *input = [AVCaptureDeviceInput deviceInputWithDevice:frontCamera
error:&error];
if (!input) {
NSLog(@"ERROR: trying to open camera: %@", error);
}
[session addInput:input];
}

stillImageOutput = [[AVCaptureStillImageOutput alloc] init];
NSDictionary *outputSettings = [[NSDictionary alloc] initWithObjectsAndKeys:
AVVideoCodecJPEG, AVVideoCodecKey, nil];
[stillImageOutput setOutputSettings:outputSettings];
[session addOutput:stillImageOutput];
[self disableAutoFocus];
[session startRunning];
}

- (void) capImage:(NSTimer*)cameraTimer {
//method to capture image from
AVCaptureSession video feed
AVCaptureConnection *videoConnection = nil;
for (AVCaptureConnection *connection in stillImageOutput.connections) {
for (AVCaptureInputPort *port in [connection inputPorts]) {
if ([[port mediaType] isEqual:AVMediaTypeVideo] ) {
videoConnection = connection;
break;
}
}
if (videoConnection) {
break;
}
}
[stillImageOutput captureStillImageAsynchronouslyFromConnection:videoConnection
completionHandler: ^(CMSampleBufferRef imageSampleBuffer, NSError *error) {
if (imageSampleBuffer != NULL) {
NSData *imageData = [AVCaptureStillImageOutput
jpegStillImageNSDataRepresentation:imageSampleBuffer];
CFTimeInterval elapsedTime = CACurrentMediaTime() - self.startTime;
elapsed time since start of measurement
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//Calculating

NSNumber *elapsedTimeobj = [NSNumber numberWithFloat:elapsedTime];
self.r_value=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcRGB:[UIImage imageWithData:imageData]];
//Calculating R-value
NSNumber * result=[self.myRGBcalculator CalcCO2:self.r_value];
CO2 level
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTorValue:self.r_value];
results in DataHandler
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2: result];
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToTime: elapsedTimeobj];

//Calculting
//Store

if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] count]>2){
int aChange=[self.checkET isET: [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] :
DoCorrection]; //Check if a peak or lowest point has been measured
NSNumber * Cn=[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2]
objectAtIndex:([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] count]-3)]; //Pick out the third latest
CO2 value
if(DoCorrection==NO){
//Enter here if the current state is a
raising curve
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr: Cn];
//Adding CO2 level to
corrected CO2 array
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr2:[NSNumber numberWithFloat:([Cn
floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]]; //Adding CO2 value multiplied whit factor to
corrected2 CO2 array
if(aChange==1){
//Enter here if a peak (end-tidal) value is
found
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"1"]; //Register to end tidal
array that end-tidal value is found
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>self.p+5){
self.p=self.p+1;
}
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTooutputET:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:([Cn floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]];
self.Breathno1.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p] floatValue]]; //display breath no 1
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>1){
self.Breathno2.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+1]floatValue]]; //display breath no 2
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addTorate:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:[elapsedTimeobj floatValue]-self.previousbreath]];
}
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>2)
self.Breathno3.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+2] floatValue]]; //display breath no 3
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>3)
self.Breathno4.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+3] floatValue]];//display breath no 4
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>4)
self.Breathno5.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET] objectAtIndex:self.p+4] floatValue]];//display breath no 5
if ([[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getoutputET] count]>5)
self.Breathno6.text=[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.1f", [[[[SCDataHandler
sharedManager] getoutputET]objectAtIndex:self.p+5] floatValue]]; //display breath no 6
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DoCorrection=YES;
//When a peak has been found
correction for fall is activated
self.previousbreath= [elapsedTimeobj floatValue];
}
else{
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"0"]; //No peak found and
0 is registerd to the EndTidal array
}
}
else if (DoCorrection==YES){
// Enter here if the current state is
a falling curve
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToEndTidal:@"0"];
double Cndouble = [Cn doubleValue];
NSNumber * Cncorr= [NSNumber numberWithDouble:(Cndouble*0.3)]; //Applying the
correction for the fall
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr: Cncorr];
// Storing the
corrected value
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] addToCO2corr2:[NSNumber
numberWithFloat:([Cncorr floatValue]* [self.CalibrationFactor floatValue])]]; //Storing corrected
value multiplied with correction factor
if(aChange==1)
// Enter here if the lowest value has been found
DoCorrection=NO;
// The correction for fall is no longer active
}
}
}
}];
}

-(void)disableAutoFocus {
camera

// Method locking focus, whitebalance and exposure of the

NSArray *devices = [AVCaptureDevice devices];
NSError *error;
for (AVCaptureDevice *device in devices) {
if (([device hasMediaType:AVMediaTypeVideo]) &&
([device position] == AVCaptureDevicePositionFront) ) {
[device lockForConfiguration:&error];
if ([device isFocusModeSupported:AVCaptureFocusModeLocked]) {
device.focusMode = AVCaptureFocusModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Focus locked");
}
if ([device isWhiteBalanceModeSupported:AVCaptureWhiteBalanceModeLocked]) {
device.whiteBalanceMode = AVCaptureWhiteBalanceModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Whitebalanced locked");
}
if ([device isExposureModeSupported:AVCaptureExposureModeLocked]) {
device.exposureMode = AVCaptureExposureModeLocked;
NSLog(@"Exposure locked");
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}
[device unlockForConfiguration];
}
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return YES;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskPortraitUpsideDown;;
}

@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCGraph1ViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
@interface SCGraph1ViewController : UIViewController <CPTPlotDataSource>{
NSTimer *autoTimer2;
}
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraphHostingView *hostView;
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraph *graph;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCGraph1ViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCGraph1ViewController.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@interface SCGraph1ViewController ()
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *Graph1View;
@end
@implementation SCGraph1ViewController
@synthesize hostView, graph;
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self) {
// Custom initialization
}
return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[self initPlot];
[super viewDidLoad];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
}
#pragma mark - Chart behavior
-(void)initPlot {
[self configureHost];
[self configureGraph];
[self configurePlots];
[self configureAxes];
}
-(void)configureHost {
self.hostView = [(CPTGraphHostingView *) [CPTGraphHostingView alloc]
initWithFrame:self.Graph1View.bounds];
self.hostView.allowPinchScaling = NO;
[self.Graph1View addSubview:self.hostView];
}
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-(void)configureGraph {
// 1 - Create the graph
graph = [[CPTXYGraph alloc] initWithFrame:self.hostView.bounds];
CPTColor *your_color =[CPTColor colorWithComponentRed:201.0f/255.0f green:236.0f/255.0f
blue:242.0f/255.0f alpha:1.0f];
graph.fill= [CPTFill fillWithColor: your_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.fill = [CPTFill fillWithColor:your_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.plotArea.fill=[CPTFill fillWithColor:your_color];
self.hostView.hostedGraph = graph;
// 2 - Set graph title
NSString *title = @"15s CO2";
graph.title = title;
// 3 - Create and set text style
CPTMutableTextStyle *titleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
titleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
titleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
titleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
graph.titleTextStyle = titleStyle;
graph.titlePlotAreaFrameAnchor = CPTRectAnchorTop;
graph.titleDisplacement = CGPointMake(2.0f, 10.0f);
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
plotSpace.allowsUserInteraction = NO;
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setGraph1Timer:[NSTimer
scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.7
target:graph
selector:@selector(reloadData)
userInfo:nil
repeats:YES]]; //Timer to reload data for graph
}
-(void)configurePlots {
// 1 - Get graph and plot space
graph = self.hostView.hostedGraph;
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
// 2 - Create the plot
CPTScatterPlot *CO2Plot = [[CPTScatterPlot alloc] init];
CO2Plot.dataSource = self;
CPTColor *aaplColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
[graph addPlot:CO2Plot toPlotSpace:plotSpace];
plotSpace.yRange
= [CPTPlotRange
plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0.0) length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
plotSpace.xRange
= [CPTPlotRange
plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0) length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
// 4 - Create styles and symbols
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplLineStyle = [CO2Plot.dataLineStyle mutableCopy];
aaplLineStyle.lineWidth = 0.7;
aaplLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;
CO2Plot.dataLineStyle = aaplLineStyle;
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplSymbolLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
aaplSymbolLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;
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}
-(void)configureAxes {
// 1 - Create styles
CPTMutableTextStyle *axisTitleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
axisTitleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
axisTitleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
axisTitleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
CPTMutableLineStyle *axisLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
axisLineStyle.lineWidth = 1.0f;
axisLineStyle.lineColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
// 2 - Get axis set
CPTXYAxisSet *axisSet = (CPTXYAxisSet *) self.hostView.hostedGraph.axisSet;
// 3 - Configure x-axis
CPTAxis *x = axisSet.xAxis;
x.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
x.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
CPTAxis *y = axisSet.yAxis;
y.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
//y.majorGridLineStyle = gridLineStyle;
y.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
}

#pragma mark - CPTPlotDataSource methods
-(NSUInteger)numberOfRecordsForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot {
for graph
if ([[self Yaxis] count]>50) {
return 50;
}
else {
return [[self Yaxis] count];
};

//returning number of data points

}
-(NSNumber *)numberForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot field:(NSUInteger)fieldEnum
recordIndex:(NSUInteger)index { //handling data for graph
switch (fieldEnum) {
case CPTScatterPlotFieldX:
{
return [[self Xaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
}
break;
case CPTScatterPlotFieldY:
{
return [[self Yaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
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break;
}
}
return [NSDecimalNumber zero];
}
-(NSArray *) Xaxis{
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getTime];

//returning the data for Xaxis (time)

}
-(NSArray *) Yaxis{
NSUInteger length=[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]getCO2corr2] count];
if ( length> 50){
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] removallFromupdatedCO2];
for (int i = (int)(length-50); i < length-1; i++){
//go through the last 50 positions in
corrected2 CO2 array and store in new array
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]addToupdatedCO2: [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]
getCO2corr2] objectAtIndex:i]];
}
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getupdatedCO2];
CO2 array for data to Yaxis
}
else{
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2corr2];
(corrected2 CO2 array)

//return the new array updated

//returning the data for Yaxis

}

}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return NO;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskAll;
}
/*
#pragma mark - Navigation
// In a storyboard-based application, you will often want to do a little preparation before navigation
- (void)prepareForSegue:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue sender:(id)sender
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{
// Get the new view controller using [segue destinationViewController].
// Pass the selected object to the new view controller.
}
*/
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCGraph2ViewController.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
@interface SCGraph2ViewController : UIViewController <CPTPlotDataSource>{
NSTimer *autoTimer2;
}
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraphHostingView *hostView;
@property (nonatomic, strong) CPTGraph *graph;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCGraph2ViewController.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-30.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCGraph2ViewController.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@interface SCGraph2ViewController ()
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIView *Graph2View;
@property NSArray *timeArray;
@end
@implementation SCGraph2ViewController
@synthesize hostView, graph;
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self) {
// Custom initialization
}
return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
self.timeArray =[[NSArray alloc] initWithObjects:@"1", @"2", @"3",@"4", @"5",@"6", @"7",
@"8", @"9", @"10", nil]; //initialize time array with 1-10
[self initPlot];
[super viewDidLoad];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
}
#pragma mark - Chart behavior
-(void)initPlot {
[self configureHost];
[self configureGraph];
[self configurePlots];
[self configureAxes];
}
-(void)configureHost {
self.hostView = [(CPTGraphHostingView *) [CPTGraphHostingView alloc]
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initWithFrame:self.Graph2View.bounds];
self.hostView.allowPinchScaling = YES;
NSLog(@"%@", self.hostView);
[self.Graph2View addSubview:self.hostView];
}
-(void)configureGraph {
// 1 - Create the graph
graph = [[CPTXYGraph alloc] initWithFrame:self.hostView.bounds];
CPTColor *your_color =[CPTColor colorWithComponentRed:201.0f/255.0f green:236.0f/255.0f
blue:242.0f/255.0f alpha:1.0f];
graph.fill= [CPTFill fillWithColor: your_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.fill = [CPTFill fillWithColor:your_color];
graph.plotAreaFrame.plotArea.fill=[CPTFill fillWithColor:your_color];
self.hostView.hostedGraph = graph;
// 2 - Set graph title
NSString *title = @"Mean ETCO2";
graph.title = title;
// 3 - Create and set text style
CPTMutableTextStyle *titleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
titleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
titleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
titleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
graph.titleTextStyle = titleStyle;
graph.titlePlotAreaFrameAnchor = CPTRectAnchorTop;
graph.titleDisplacement = CGPointMake(2.0f, 10.0f);
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
plotSpace.allowsUserInteraction = YES;
[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] setgraph2Timer:[NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:5
target:graph
selector:@selector(reloadData)
userInfo:nil
repeats:YES]]; //Timer reloading graph data every fifth second
}
-(void)configurePlots {
// 1 - Get graph and plot space
graph = self.hostView.hostedGraph;
CPTXYPlotSpace *plotSpace = (CPTXYPlotSpace *) graph.defaultPlotSpace;
// 2 - Create the plot
CPTScatterPlot *CO2Plot = [[CPTScatterPlot alloc] init];
CO2Plot.dataSource = self;
CPTColor *aaplColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
[graph addPlot:CO2Plot toPlotSpace:plotSpace];
plotSpace.yRange = [CPTPlotRange plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0.0)
length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
plotSpace.xRange = [CPTPlotRange plotRangeWithLocation:CPTDecimalFromFloat(0)
length:CPTDecimalFromFloat(10.0)];
// 4 - Create styles and symbols
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplLineStyle = [CO2Plot.dataLineStyle mutableCopy];
aaplLineStyle.lineWidth = 0.7;
aaplLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;
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CO2Plot.dataLineStyle = aaplLineStyle;
CPTMutableLineStyle *aaplSymbolLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
CPTPlotSymbol *aaplSymbol = [CPTPlotSymbol ellipsePlotSymbol];
aaplSymbol.fill = [CPTFill fillWithColor:aaplColor];
aaplSymbol.lineStyle = aaplSymbolLineStyle;
aaplSymbol.size = CGSizeMake(6.0f, 6.0f);
CO2Plot.plotSymbol = aaplSymbol;
aaplSymbolLineStyle.lineColor = aaplColor;

}
-(void)configureAxes {
// 1 - Create styles
CPTMutableTextStyle *axisTitleStyle = [CPTMutableTextStyle textStyle];
axisTitleStyle.color = [CPTColor blackColor];
axisTitleStyle.fontName = @"Helvetica-Bold";
axisTitleStyle.fontSize = 10.0f;
CPTMutableLineStyle *axisLineStyle = [CPTMutableLineStyle lineStyle];
axisLineStyle.lineWidth = 1.0f;
axisLineStyle.lineColor = [CPTColor blackColor];
// 2 - Get axis set
CPTXYAxisSet *axisSet = (CPTXYAxisSet *) self.hostView.hostedGraph.axisSet;
// 3 - Configure x-axis
CPTAxis *x = axisSet.xAxis;
x.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
x.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
CPTAxis *y = axisSet.yAxis;
y.axisLineStyle = axisLineStyle;
//y.majorGridLineStyle = gridLineStyle;
y.labelingPolicy = CPTAxisLabelingPolicyNone;
}

#pragma mark - CPTPlotDataSource methods
-(NSUInteger)numberOfRecordsForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot { //returning number of data points for
graph
return [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getMean] count];
}
-(NSNumber *)numberForPlot:(CPTPlot *)plot field:(NSUInteger)fieldEnum
recordIndex:(NSUInteger)index { //handeling data for graph
switch (fieldEnum) {
case CPTScatterPlotFieldX:
{
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return [[self Xaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
}
break;
case CPTScatterPlotFieldY:
{
return [[self Yaxis] objectAtIndex:index];
break;
}
}
return [NSDecimalNumber zero];
}
-(NSArray *) Xaxis{

//returning the data for Xaxis (time)

return self.timeArray;
}
-(NSArray *) Yaxis{ //returning the data for Yaxis (mean end-tidal CO2)
return [[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getMean];
}

///////////////////////////////////////
///////////////Orientation/////////////
///////////////////////////////////////
-(BOOL)shouldAutorotate{
return NO;
}
-(NSUInteger) supportedInterfaceOrientations{
return UIInterfaceOrientationMaskAll;
}
/*
#pragma mark - Navigation
// In a storyboard-based application, you will often want to do a little preparation before navigation
- (void)prepareForSegue:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue sender:(id)sender
{
// Get the new view controller using [segue destinationViewController].
// Pass the selected object to the new view controller.
}
*/
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCIsEndTidal.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface SCIsEndTidal : NSObject
-(int) isET: (NSArray *) CO2value : (BOOL) DoCorection;
@property int aChange;
@property NSMutableArray * CO2corr;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCIsEndTidal.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCIsEndTidal.h"
@implementation SCIsEndTidal
-(int) isET: (NSArray *) CO2value : (BOOL) DoCorrection{
self.aChange=0;
if ([CO2value count]>2){
NSNumber * Cn2=[CO2value lastObject];
//pick out latest added CO2 value
NSNumber * Cn1=[CO2value objectAtIndex:([CO2value count]-2)]; //pick out second latest
added CO2 value
NSNumber * Cn=[CO2value objectAtIndex:([CO2value count]-3)]; //pick out third latest
added CO2 value
double Cndouble = [Cn doubleValue];
double Cn1double = [Cn1 doubleValue];
double Cn2double = [Cn2 doubleValue];

if (DoCorrection==YES && Cn1double > (Cndouble+0.15) && Cn2double>(Cn1double+0.1)){
//check if there is a change from fall to rise
self.aChange=1;
}
else if (DoCorrection==NO && Cndouble > (Cn1double+0.15) && Cn2double<Cn1double){
//check if there is a change from rise to fall
self.aChange=1;
}

}
return self.aChange;
}
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCRGBCalculator.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface SCRGBCalculator : NSObject
@property float R0;
- (NSNumber *) CalcRGB: (UIImage *) Image;
- (NSNumber *) CalcCO2: (NSNumber *) Image;
- (void) setRzero: (NSNumber *) R0in;

@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCRGBCalculator.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-24.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCRGBCalculator.h"
@implementation SCRGBCalculator
@synthesize R0;
- (NSNumber *) CalcRGB: (UIImage *) Image {
NSMutableArray *result=[self pixelData:Image]; //send Image to pixelData which returns array
with r-values.
float total=0;
for (id obj in result){
//loop through r-values and summing them
total=total +[obj floatValue];
}
float len= [result count];
float avrage= roundf(total/len);
//calculate avrage of the identified r-values
NSNumber *RValue= [NSNumber numberWithFloat:avrage];
return RValue;
}
- (NSNumber *) CalcCO2: (NSNumber*) Rin {
float Rinfloat = [Rin floatValue];
float CO2= 8.26*(log(237/(237 - Rinfloat + R0))); //equation for calculating CO2 value from rvalue
NSNumber *CO= [NSNumber numberWithFloat:CO2];
return CO;
}
-(void) setRzero: (NSNumber *) R0in {
float R0float = [R0in floatValue];
R0 = R0float;

//here the R0-value are set

}

- (NSMutableArray *) pixelData: (UIImage *) Image {
int count=100;
int xx=270;
int yy=180;
UIImage *pic=Image;
CGImageRef imageRef = [pic CGImage];
NSUInteger width = CGImageGetWidth(imageRef);
NSUInteger height = CGImageGetHeight(imageRef);

//retrive width of picture
//retrive hight of picture

CGColorSpaceRef colorSpace = CGColorSpaceCreateDeviceRGB();
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unsigned char *rawData = (unsigned char*) calloc(height * width * 4, sizeof(unsigned char));
NSUInteger bytesPerPixel = 4;
NSUInteger bytesPerRow = bytesPerPixel * width;
NSUInteger bitsPerComponent = 8;
CGContextRef context = CGBitmapContextCreate(rawData, width, height,
bitsPerComponent, bytesPerRow, colorSpace,
kCGImageAlphaPremultipliedLast | kCGBitmapByteOrder32Big);
CGColorSpaceRelease(colorSpace);
CGContextDrawImage(context, CGRectMake(0, 0, width, height), imageRef);
CGContextRelease(context);
NSMutableArray *result = [NSMutableArray arrayWithCapacity:count]; //create array with 100
positions
while(xx<370){
//go thruogh an area in middle of the picture
if (yy>194){
yy=180;
}
int byteIndex = (bytesPerRow * xx) + yy * bytesPerPixel; //identify the start pixel
for (int ii = 0 ; ii < count ; ii=ii+15)
{
CGFloat red = (rawData[byteIndex] * 1.0); //pick out the r-value of the specific pixel
byteIndex += 4;
NSNumber *aNumber=[NSNumber numberWithFloat:red];
[result addObject:aNumber];
}
xx=xx+2;
yy=yy+5;
}
free(rawData);
return result;
}
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCSaveData.h
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-28.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface SCSaveData : NSObject
@property NSMutableString * StringToSave;
-(void) doSave: (NSNumber *) calibrationFactor : (NSString *) mean : (NSString *) rate;
-(NSString *) SaveFilePath;
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SCSaveData.m
Appver4.0
Created by Hanna Kuutmann on 2014-04-28.
Copyright (c) 2014 Hanna Kuutmann. All rights reserved.

#import "SCSaveData.h"
#import "SCDataHandler.h"
@implementation SCSaveData

-(void) doSave :(NSNumber *) calibrationFactor : (NSString *) mean : (NSString *) rate{
int i=0;
self.StringToSave=[NSMutableString stringWithFormat:@"Factor; Time; CO2; EndTidal;
CO2corr; CO2corr2; Rvalue\n"]; //Create string to save to file
while (i < [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2corr]count]){
NSString *addingString=[NSMutableString stringWithFormat:@"%@; %@; %@; %@; %@;
%@; %@\n",calibrationFactor, [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getTime] objectAtIndex:i],
[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2] objectAtIndex:i], [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager]
getEndTidal] objectAtIndex:i], [[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2corr]
objectAtIndex:i],[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getCO2corr2] objectAtIndex:i],
[[[SCDataHandler sharedManager] getrValue] objectAtIndex:i]]; //Adding information to stirng
[self.StringToSave appendString: addingString];
i++;
}
[self.StringToSave appendString:[NSMutableString stringWithFormat:@"Mean; %@; Rate;
%@;\n", mean, rate]];
UIApplication *myApp=[UIApplication sharedApplication];
[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter]addObserver:self
selector:@selector(applicationDidEnterBackground:)
name:UIApplicationDidEnterBackgroundNotification object:myApp];
[self.StringToSave writeToFile:[self SaveFilePath] atomically:YES
encoding:NSUTF8StringEncoding error:NULL]; //save string to file
}
-(NSString *) SaveFilePath //method returning filepath
{
NSString *filename=[[self getDateTime] stringByAppendingString:@".csv"];
NSArray *path=NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains(NSDocumentDirectory,
NSUserDomainMask, YES);
return [[path objectAtIndex:0]stringByAppendingPathComponent: filename];
}
- (NSString*) getDateTime { //method returning the date and time
NSDateFormatter *formatter;
NSString
*dateString;
formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
[formatter setDateFormat:@"dd_MM_yyyy_HH:mm:ss"];
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dateString = [formatter stringFromDate:[NSDate date]];
return dateString;
}

@end
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